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WHAT ALUMNI ARE SAYING ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Congratulations, Class of 2015!
Alumni Association Board of Directors

Maurer,
(!) Cayla
Class of 2015, says:

2014-20 15

President
Tom DuBois 78. ·35 Spnng Grove. Ill.
Vice President
Jamie Fitzgerald '04 Springfield. Ill
Secretary-Treasurer
Terry Prillaman '81 Champaign. Ill.
Immediate Past President (ex-officio)
Hugh O'Hara ·01. ·02 Joliet. Iii.
Executive Director
Steve Rich '06

Today I got to visit with grandma
and talk about her time at Eastern
Illinois University. We compared
our commencements, yearbooks,
memories and overall campus
setup. Many things have changed
from August 1959 to May 2015,
but EIU has and always will be
a great school and home away
from home. I'm so proud to say I
am an EIU alumna along with my
grandma, Deloris Maurer '59.

Directors
Ken Baker 72. 73 Charleston. Ill.
Gary Ballinger ·99 Terre Haute. Ind.
Chelsey Byers '99. 04 Savoy, Ill.
Mike Carter 72. 77 Missoula. Mont.
Matt Ewald ·93 Naperv1ile. Iii.
Mary Beth Huffman '84. '88 Dundee. Iii.
Cassie Lively '01 Chicago. Ill.
Michelle Ochs ·03 Carpentersv1ile. Ill.

(!) Eastern Illinois University says:
Thanks to rock star student photographer Dominic Baima for
pointing out that the 1915 class gift pillars outside the Physical
Sciences building have "Class of '15" on them! What a great
photo op for our new graduates!

Nick Owens ·03 Aurora. Colo.
Peggy Stankoven '82 St. Lows. Mo.
Julie Sterling 76, 77 Charleston. /ii.
Christopher Swing '03. '04 Lema. Ill.
Bonita Tillman ·so St. Lows, Mo
Aaron Wiessing ·12 Bloomington. Ill.
Alan Zuber 78. ·33 Pans. Iii.

Editorial and Design:
University Marketing and Creative Services

Proud Alumni

Go Big Blue!

(!) Cherri McCullough, Class of 1969, says:

~

\.:I

Some of my happiest days were the four years I
spent at EIU!
So many years ago, but the friends, experiences,
and memories will never grow old!

Editorial correspondence should be addressed to:
forevere1umag@eiu.edu

(!) Jessica Arnold, Class of 2005, says:
I graduated 10 years ago today. I loved EIU so
much I came back for a master's degree, too!

Additional correspondence should be addressed to
Eastern lllinrns University Alumni Association
600 Lincoln Ave.
Charleston. lllino1s61920-3099
Phone: 800-ALUM-EIU
Email: alume1u@eiu.edu

(9 Laura Schneider, Class of 2013, says:
Two years ago today I graduated from @EIU !
One of the BEST decisions I've ever made. I had
the greatest professors and met amazing people.•

ForeverEIU 1s published biannually by the
Eastern Illinois University Alumni Association.
Copyright c2015 by the
Eastern Illinois University Alumni Assoc1at1on Inc

Spencer Filosa, Class of 2015, says:
Coming to terms that I won't be back @EIU. Best
decision that I have ever made and I would do it
all again if I could. Goes by way tooo quick.

TaylorWoodrow,
Class of 2015, says:
Eastern Illinois University, one of
the greatest schools in the nation.
The day I got my acceptance
letter to now as I prepare to
graduate have been the greatest
years of my life. I have made so
many friends and learned so
much. That day I chose to apply to
Eastern was the day I made one
of the greatest decisions of my
life. I leave as a new person, and
forever a Panther. Go Big Blue!

Thanks so much, Taylor.I
We are glad you've had such
an awesome EIU experience.
You are #ForeverEJU/

All rights reserved.
Reproduction without permission 1s prohibited.
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Find us online at:
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@ instagram.com/eiu#

You can also reach us by email at:
forevereiumag@eiu.edu
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hors must excuse us if we sn1il
lly can't help it.
arl ston ! Three cheers
or

Three Cheers for the
Eastern Illinois Normal!
Adapted for ForeverEIU by Vicki Shaw Woodard '81

Some historians wonder if there might not have been something fishy about Charleston's bid for
Eastern Illinois State Normal School.
The passage of a May 22, 1895, act by the Illinois General Assembly
authorized a third normal (teacher-training) school for the state, but it
did not specify a location. That decision was left to a five-member board
of trustees.

Forever EIU.
A simple phrase that means one simple thing. Pride.
When we sat down to think about what to call our latest iteration of your alunmi
magazine, we wanted to choose a title that would last. We wanted to create a
magazine that would both make you smile and make you proud.
"Forever EIU" grew out of another set of phrases you might have heard over the
years: "I am EIU" and "We are EIU." It seemed a natural progression for alumni. The
funny thing is, once current students caught wind of the phrase, it spread across
campus like wildfire.

In exchange for a promise to locate the school within two miles of the Coles
County Courthouse, Charleston's proposal included the following:
• To donate 40 acres of land to be selected by the trustees from sites
shown to them;
• To donate from $35,000 to $40,000, depending on the site selected;
• To pave or gravel a street from the courthouse to the school and provide
sufficient sidewalks to the site;

And, while the phrase "Forever EIU" might be relatively new, the meaning behind
it is not.

• To furnish incandescent electric lights for the school for 25 yea rs at
special rates;

For more than 120 years, Eastern has educated countless students and graduated
thousands of alumni. From one building, 44 acres, 126 students and four graduates
in 1900 to more than 70 buildings, 320 acres, 8,000 students and more than 89,000
alumni in 2015, EIU continues to produce a simple and unmistakable emotion
among current and past students: pride.

• To furnish coal for the school until July 1, 1901 , at special rates;

In this initial issue of ForeverEIU, we'd like to revisit the past while we boast about
where we are today. We know you have heard a lot about EIU's history, but maybe
not in this detail and maybe not in a way that might relate to your time on campus.

One of the prime considerations in the selection was the availability of an
abundant supply of good water. A member of the board, M.J. Walsh, was
charged with the duty of visiting each town to secure water samples to be
used for testing.

Ultimately, we hope you learn a few things and take some time to reflect on
your experiences.

And, if you haven't been back to campus in a while, we'd certainly love to see you.
After all, you are EIU. Forever.
4

Twelve East Central Illinois cities -- Charleston, Danville, Effingham, Kansas,
Lawrenceville, Mattoon, Oakland, Olney, Palestine, Paris, Shelbyville and
Tuscola - immediately began planning and plotting, each intent on gaining
the board's favor. According to the May 28, 1896, issue of The Charleston
Courier, the competition "was the hardest ever fought in the history of eastern
Illinois, if not in the whole state, and probably the most hotly contested (of
its kind) on record anywhere. "

FOREVERlll

• To furnish all gravel needed in the construction of walks, roofs and drives
within the grounds of the school; and
• To furnish water to the school for 50 years at $5 per year.

"Eastern Illinois University Centennial: 1895-1995" reads as follows: "One
night when the summer's heat and drought were at their worst and no one
suspected that he was within a 100 miles of Charleston, Walsh 'rolled in'
on the midnight Big Four train from the west. Fortunately, the bus driver

(the bus from the train station to the hotel) recognized Walsh as he was
transporting him to his hotel and began passing the word.
"When Walsh rose to take the early east-bound train, he was greeted
everywhere along the way to the depot with people sprinkling (water).
Water flowed on every hand as tl10ugh the supply was inexhaustible. Walsh,
needless to say, left the village with a very profound regard for Charleston's
water supply.
"Some claim that the residents of Charleston also played another little trick
on poor Walsh. In the middle of the night, the story says, the hotel clerk
sneaked into his room and switched the vial containing the water sample
from Charleston fo r one filled witl1 treated tap water. Not surprisingly, on
the very day the site of the school was selected, the board was informed by
the St. Louis chemical firm conducting the tests that Charleston's water was
the finest and purest of all. "
On Sept. 7, 1895, George H. Jeffries, a member of Charleston's Normal
School Committee, telegraphed his colleagues from Springfield: "To the
People of Charleston: Charleston wins on the twelfth ballot. Hard fou ght
battle. Be home tonight. George H. Jeffries."
The headline of the Sept. 12, 1895, Charleston Courier read, "Victory. It's
Ours." According to the "Centennial" book, the accompanying article told
of how, when the telegram arrived, "people flocked to the square by the
thousands, yelling like wild men, throwing hats in the air. In five minutes,
every bell and whistle in town was going. It had been a long, hard battle,
nobly fou ght and won. "
On May 27, 1896, Illinois Gov. John P. Altgeld laid the cornerstone for
the school's first building. A grand parade, including seven bands and 40
carriages, preceded the formal exercises. Invitees included representatives
from the disappointed communities also vying for the school.
The Effingham Republican reported: "This is a good deal like an invitation
to a wedding of an old sweetheart to some red-headed, freckle-faced old
bachelor with more money or persuasive powers than we were able to
master; but we sincerely hope to be there to partake of the cake and wish
the lucky groom all the happiness we once anticipated though realized or
not, but we'll be blowed if we kiss the bride."

Four.
Livingston C. Lord's Bible
At 9 a.m., students, staff and faculty alike gathered to hear President Lord speak.

A LOOK AT EASTERN'S PAST THROUGH OBJECTS THAT SYMBOLIZE OUR LONG HISTORY

Objects of Significance
By Elizabeth Edwards '13
Photos by Jay Grabiec '08

In the fall of 1899, Eastern Illinois University opened its doors with a different name,
modest grounds and a teacher-focused mission.
Much has happened on our campus, and in our world, since that first fall.
To help tell the story, the ForeverEIU staff gathered 18 objects that we feel speak to some
important milestones in our 120-year history.

One.

His daily chapel services covered topics on teaching and life. Known for his
honesty and candidness, Lord would read from his own Bible and expound upon
the verse of the day. Members of the local community also attended chapel, soon
making Eastern an intellectual focal point within Charleston.

Five.
Letters from Mary Hawkins
In 1910, Mary Hawkins wrote a letter to President Lord inquiring about a position
as matron for the newly opened Pemberton Hall. Remarkably, only six days
elapsed between her first inquiry, in-person interview and Lord's offer of the job
- at that time, trains made several daily stops in both Charleston and Chicago,
carrying people, cargo and correspondence at the speed of today's "FedX"
standards. Mary Hawkins was the second matron of Pemberton Hall (from 19101917). Pemberton was the first women's residence hall built in Illinois with stateappropriated funds.

Six.

Pieces of the bur oak tree

Football helmet and knickers

Pre-dating Old Main by at least 100 years, the bur oak tree on the east side
of "the castle" proudly stood as students performed plays, studied for exams

Eastern's first sport, football, started three weeks after the school opened its
doors in 1899. The team played on a field behind Old Main, which is where the

and fell in love underneath its branches. And, its branches grew alongside
campus as Eastern progressed from a small teachers' college to a state
regional school with a statewide and national impact. Unfortunately, the tree,
estimated to be between 250 and 300 years old, was cut down in 2014 after
all measures to save the ailing tree failed. We feel safe to say this campus
landmark lives on through our collective memories and stories.

Student Services Building sits today. While you may recognize famous EIU
football names such as Jimmy Garoppolo and Tony Romo, you may not realize
that Burl Ives, a famous singer and actor, was also on the EIU football roster
during his time on campus.

Seven.
Women's athletic gym outfits
Charleston Courier
"Victory is Ours" announced Charleston's winning bid to host Eastern Illinois State
Normal School. The city didn't get the school without a fight. Charles Coleman's book,
"Eastern Illinois State College: Fifty Years of Public Service," characterizes the contest
between Charleston, Mattoon and other regional cities as "the hardest ever fought in
the history of eastern Illinois, if not the whole state ... "

Eastern Illinois University has a proud history of creating opportunities for
women. Alice M. Christiansen, the first gymnastics teacher (pictured here),
arrived on campus in 1909 to teach gymnastics to women at the 'Crackerbox'
gymnasium, now the home of EIU's Sandra and Jack Pine Honors College.
Christiansen arrived two years before Charles Lantz, the first athletic director.
Today, Eastern has more than 11 sports for women, including basketball, cross
country, golf, rugby, soccer, softball, swimming, tennis, track & field and volleyball.

Three.

Eight.

Livingston C. Lord's desk

Charles Lantz's scorecard

Undoubtedly, the most important desk in our history, this piece of furniture
represents the 34-year legacy of the man who addressed the needs and

Eastern's first athletic director was Charles Lantz. In a 40-year period,
Lantz coached 170 football games, 373 basketball games and 358

concerns of an emerging institution. President Lord's desk still serves
the university in the office of Terry Barnhart, an EIU history professor,
who understands that the desk is more than your standard office cubicle.
Another one of Lord's original desks resides in the University Archives in

baseball games. His foundation of honesty and fairness in sports still
lives on in our student-athletes, coaches and administrators as they play,
coach and grow in a complex named after Lantz.

Booth Library.
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Nine.

Fourteen.

Burl Ives' guitar

Lunch ticket from EIU's Laboratory School

While you might now know that the famous singer and actor Burl Ives attended
Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, you may not know about the advice
President Livingston C. Lord gave the performer. Before Ives' departure from
campus, Lord said, "Mr. Ives, you have too restless a spirit to ever become
an educator. I suggest you look around a little." Luckily, Ives listened to Lord's
advice, eventually earning an Academy Award for his talents. In 1990, EIU

For more than 75 years, EIU faculty and staff taught local elementary
students (as well as fed them) on campus. The intent of EIU's Laboratory
School was to grant student teachers an opportunity to "learn by doing" as
articulated by the famous philosopher, John Dewey. EIU student teachers
still "learn by doing," but do so now by teaching at local community schools
throughout the state.

dedicated and named its graduate art-studio facility after Ives.

Ten.
Paul Sargent painting

EIU's 75th anniversary recording

It isn't unusual to see artwork like the painting "Across the Valley,"

EIU's 75th anniversary celebration included the pressing of a "groovy" '70s vinyl LP. The
record features the voices of past presidents Livingston C. Lord, Robert G. Buzzard, Quincy
V. Doudna and Gilbert C. Fite, as well as orchestral arrangements of Eastern's Alma Mater
and fight song. Check out our website, forever.eiu.edu, to hear what past leaders had to say
aboutEIU.

c. 1945 (pictured here), scattered in offices across campus and
displayed at the Tarble Arts Center. The artwork created by alumnus
Paul Sargent is a shining example of our artistic legacy. Known as a
notable regional painter, Sargent graduated from Eastern in 1906, and
he gave back to his alma mater by teaching art classes.

Sixteen.

Eleven.

Tugs rope

Mary Booth's rocking chair

The tugs competition is serious business for our sororities and fraternities.

Mary J. Booth, Eastern's library director from 1904to 1945. As an ardent
collector of books, Booth was instrumental in growing the library collection
from 8,000 to 67,000 volumes during her time on campus. Today, Booth
Library, named after the devoted director, is the physical heart of the campus,
capturing Eastern's mission of academics.
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Twelve.
Booth Library's closed book system
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Eastern students weren't always allowed to enter the stacks of Booth Library.
A pneumatic tube system (remnants pictured here) forced students to
hand a note to an attendant who would slip the note into the tube. Another
attendant received the note and retrieved the requested book. Students didn't
always use the system for their studies, though. Hidden in the tube, a note
reading,"Help! I am being held prisoner," illustrates that students sometimes
got a little bored in the stacks.

The $800 rope used in the competition dates back to the 2000s and is kept
by Sigma Pi. (Yes, the rope cost $800.) An older rope that dates back to the
beginning of the tugs competition on campus was destroyed through wear
and tear. Tugs, originally known as "Freshman-Sophomore Tug-of-War," have
been a campus tradition for more than 70 years. Greek Life adopted the
tradition between the '60s and '70s as part of Spring Greek Week activities,
which celebrate Greek Life on campus.

Kente cloth/stole
Dating back to the late 1950s in Ghana, Kente stoles are worn at EIU commencement ceremonies
by not only African-American graduates but also by Latinos and other minority students. It isn't
unusual to see students taking selfies on commencement day with their stoles, taking pride in
their accomplishments. Eastern's most recent nod to diversity on campus is "Making Excellence
Inclusive," which utilizes the resources of diversity to achieve academic excellence for all students.

Eighteen.
#FuturePanther glasses

The megaphones
Cheering became a significant aspect of sports in the United States in the late 1880s and
the megaphone helped cheerleaders engage crowds. Eastern keeps two in the archives
to document its own history of school spirit and support: one dates to the early 1920s and
another, from the 1960s. Today, Easter's cheerleading team still cheers on fellow Panthers
by engaging audiences with a megaphone.

You know how the song goes, "The future's so bright, I gotta wear shades." They're not in the archives
yet but we're pretty sure our #FuturePanther sunglasses will be. For two years, they've been one of
our most popular giveaway items for prospective students from all across the state of Illinois.
So, the question bears asking: Do you know a #FuturePanther with a bright future? If so, pass along
their name... and, we'll supply the shades. Visit: www.eiu.edu/recommend.php

Editor's note: These fea tured obj ects provide only a snapshot of the vast and almost overwhelming legacy of EIU Many of the objects were taken }i"om the University
Archives, which is located in Booth Libraiy, with help from retired arcbivist Bob Hillman and librarian Bill Scbultz. The information compiled came from the
.following books: "Eastern lllinois University Centennial: 1895-1995'; "Tbe Emerging University: A Histo1y of Eastern lllinois University, 1949, " edited by Donald F
Tingley; and Charles H. Coleman '.5 "Eastern Illinois State College: Fifty Years of Public SenJice. "
FOREVER EIU
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Mr. Samuel M. Inglis, state superintendent of public instruction, was instrumental in introducing the

bill that eventually led to the creation of Eastern. Mr. Inglis was named president of Eastern Illinois
State Normal School in 1898,when Old Main (Eastern's first building) was under construction. He was
responsible for naming some of the first faculty, but he died three months after his appointment.

1899to1933

1933to1956

1956to1971

1971 to1976

Livingston C. Lord

Robert G. Buzzard

Quincy V. Doudna

Gilbert C. Fite

Under the leadership of Livingston
C. Lord, Eastern gained national
recognition for its innovative
teaching curriculum and for the
quality of its faculty. Mr. Lord
was not convinced that advanced
degrees necessarily meant better
teachers, noting that positions
should be filled with those who
have personality, scholarship and
teaching skill. With the assistance
of landscape architect Walter
Burley Griffin, Mr. Lord directed
plans for the physical layout of
Eastern's campus. During President
Lord's tenure, Eastern was given
authority from the General
Assembly to grant degrees (1907);
the former greenhouse became the
second building on campus (1903);
Pemberton Hall and Gymnasium,
the state's first public college
residence hall, was completed
(1909); the Training School (Blair
Hall) was built (1913); the school's
named changed to Eastern Illinois
State Teacher's College (1921); and
the Practical Arts Building (Student
Services) was completed 0929).

With the arrival of Dr. Robert G.
Buzzard in 1933 came campus
expansion and beautification and
a new vision for the institution.
Saturday classes were dropped
in 1934, and replaced with a
Monday-through-Friday program.
The end of World War II brought
an overflow of students to the
campus and the utilization of
temporary buildings. The health
education and science buildings,
Booth Library and Douglas and
Lincoln residence halls were built.
Off-campus extension courses
and commerce and speech
departments were established, and
in 1947, Eastern's name changed
to Eastern Illinois State College.
Before Dr. Buzzard completed his
tenure, Eastern was authorized
to grant degrees in non-teaching
fields. Also during his presidency,
he created the EIU Foundation to
seek, receive and hold private gifts
to the college.

The campus expanded rapidly
during Dr. Quincy V. Doudna's
presidency from 1956 to 1971.
By the time of his retirement, the
campus had expanded from 190
acres to 316, and the institution
became known as Eastern Illinois
University. Numerous academic
and student housing facilities were
constructed, including the Union;
the Lab School (now Buzzard
Hall); the Life Sciences and Clinical
Services buildings; Coleman
and Kiehm halls; the Charles P.
Lantz Health, Physical Education
and Recreation Building (now
Lantz Arena); Ford, McKinney,
Weller, Thomas, Andrews, Taylor,
Stevenson, Lawson and Carman
residence halls; and University
Apartments. The student body
quadrupled during his tenure - from
approximately 2,000 students to
8,000. He reorganized the university,
emphasized good teaching and a
quality student body, and insisted
upon small classes to promote
student/teacher relationships.

During Dr. Gilbert C. Fite's tenure
as president, he introduced a major
administrative reorganization.
The university changed from
a quarter system to a semester
system, the Board of Governors
Bachelor of Arts degree program
(now the Bachelor of Arts in
General Studies) was established,
an addition to the Union was
built, and there was an increase in
private sector fundraising. Among
the successes was a $1 million
bequest for an arts center from
Newton Tarble, an alumnus and
co-founder of the Snap-On Tool
Corporation. At this time, Eastern
had more than 8,000 students
and 600 faculty. Dr. Fite was a
distinguished scholar, author and
historian who was also a strong
advocate for continuing education
and community service.

THROUGHOUT EASTERN'S 120-YEAR HISTORY,
ONLY 12 MEN AND WOMEN HAVE SERVED AS PRESIDENT.
AS WE TAKE A LOOK AT OUR PAST PRESIDENTS AND THEIR LEGACIES, WE WELCOME
DAVID GLASSMAN AS HE TAKES HIS PLACE AMONG THIS ELITE GROUP.

Leading the Charge_
Adapted for ForeverEIU by Vicki Shaw Woodard '81

David M. Glassman has helped excavate Mayan pyramids.
He's painstakingly examined human remains - ranging from
complete bodies to a few, small bone fragments - to determine
identity and cause of death. Some of those cases received
national attention, prompting Dr. Glassman to appear on
television shows such as "Forensic Files" and "Skeleton Stories. "
Now he stands ready to take on his next challenge. On March
2, 2015, the 61-year-old Minnesota native - one of the nation's
most respected forensic anthropologists - was named the 12th
president of Eastern Illinois University.
"I'm thrilled to have been chosen and am honored and thankful
for the confidence shown in me by Eastern's Board of Trustees, "
he said.
Immediately prior to coming to Eastern, Dr. Glassman served
as provost and vice president for academic affairs at Bradley
10
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University, a private university located in Peoria, Ill . Previously,
he spent 19 years (1985-2004) as a facu lty member, associate
dean and chair of the Anthropology Department at Texas State
University (formerly Southwest Texas) in San Marcos. His
tenure as a professor of anthropology and dean of the College
of Liberal Arts at the University of Southern Indiana, Evansville,
followed (2004-2010).
He earned both his master's degree and doctorate in
anthropology from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville,
after completing his undergraduate studies at the University of
Minnesota.
As we look back on our own history, Eastern has begun its next

chapter with a president hugely familiar with the past. Excited
to begin the next chapter in his academic career, Dr. Glassman
assumed his new role as president on June 1, 2015.
FOREVER EIU
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Three acting presidents have served EIU throughout its history:
Edson H. Taylor served
as acting president in
1933, after the death of
Livingston Lord.

1977to1983

1983to1992

Martin Schaeffer served
as president between
1976and1977, as the
university transitioned
between presidents.

1992to1999

Barbara Hill's nearly 40year career in education
culminated with her
service as vice president
for academic affairs and
acting president (1992) at
her alma mater.
1999to2001

2001 to2007

2007to2015
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Daniel E. Marvin
At age 39 in 1977, Dr. Daniel
E. Marvin was the youngest
person ever chosen to be
Eastern's chief executive. He
was instrumental in restructuring
general education requirements,
and established both an honors
program and senior seminar
courses. In addition, admission
standards were raised, fall break
was introduced and enrollment
exceeded 9,000. Dr. Marvin had
a special interest in establishing
fa culty and student international
exchanges, and in "taking the
university to the people." He
was the driving force behind
the development of radio and
television broadcasting facilities
at the university. His presidency
placed an increased emphasis
on athletics - Eastern's football
team won the NCAA Division
II national championship title
in 1978. Dr. Ma1v in enriched
the un iversity's level of quality
instruction, improved legislative
and community suppolt for
the institution, and established
modern systems of fiscal and
enrollment management.

12
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Stanley G. Rives
Dr. Stanley G. Rives' presidency
was marked by the construction
of several new buildings on
campus, including the Student
Recreation Center, Greek Coult
and Lumpkin Hall, as well as the
purchase of several apaltment
buildings (now University
Coult). His mission was to make
Eastern the best possible liberal
alts undergraduate institution,
which led to the development
of a new general education
program. Because state funding
suppolt was not keeping pace
with the growth of the student
body, President Rives focused on
private funclraising by launching
the Tenth Decade Campaign to
raise $5 million in fi ve years. That
goal was exceeded by $2 million
in only 18 months. His concern
over Eastern's unclerfunclecl status
resulted in a successfu l effolt to
downsize Eastern's enrollment so
students could continue to receive
a quality education with the
resources available.

David L. Jorns

Carol D. Surles

Under the leadership of Dr. David
L. J om s, admission standards were
increased and enrollment was at
a record high - exceeding 11 ,000
students - as were gradu ation
rates, incoming freshman ACT
scores and alumni satisfa ction
rates. In addition to introducing a
multi-year strategic plan to usher
die university into the next centu1y,
Dr. ] om s unde1took a major
reorganization of the university,
reducing die number of colleges
from six to four. He led Eastern
through a successfu l transition
from leadership by the Board of
Governors to its own Board of
Trustees. Other accomplishments
included the conversion of the
Buzzard Building to an effective,
state-of-the-alt university facility;
an $18 million renovation to
Booth Libra1y ; the construction of
the Commemorative Cou1tyarcl;
and more than $9.S million in
ongoing stuclent-funcl ecl campus
improvement projects.

Dr. Carol D. Surles made histo1y
at Eastern Illinois University when
she was named as the first AfricanAmerican to hold the position of
president. She was also the first
woman to setve in die role fulltime. Although her tenure was cut
sho1t clue to health concerns, she
expressed satisfaction with die
university's accomplishments under
her leadership. She developed a
passion to se1ve Eastern because
of its commitment to excellence,
record of achievement and
obvious promise, and she became
determined to increase university
resources to help that commitment
along. Under her leadership,
Eastern began to close die disparity
in state funding to other state
universities, resulting in significant
increases in facul ty salaries and
a dramatic 240 percent increase
in private gifts. Major progress
was made toward Eastern 's plan
for technology-enhanced and delivered education, as well.

Louis V. Hencken
More than four decades after
graduating from Eastern, Mr.
Louis V. Hencken retired from the
institution as its 10th president.
His career took him from graduate
assistant to counselor, to director
of Housing, and eventually to
vice president for student affairs
before he was named as d1e
university' top administrative
officer. Under his leadership,
Eastern saw the completion of
several major capital development
projects, including the renovation
of Booth Library and Blair Hall,
and the construction of a new
Human Services Building, a new
wing on the Tarble Alts Center,
an addition onto Lantz Arena, and
the MLKJr. Union Food Cou1t.
Significant progress was made
toward the expansion/renovation
of the Doudna Fine Alts Center. A
d1ree-year "You Are EIU" campaign
successfully raised in excess of
$11 million during Mr. Hencken's
tenure. During his final year in
office, the university reached a
record-setting enrollment total of
12,349 students.
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William L. Perry
Dr. William L. Perry worked
tirelessly to suppolt every facet
of the institution, especially areas
within university development.
He enhanced the culture
of philanthropy at EIU by
remaining committed to access
and affordability for students.
Under his leadership, Eastern
experienced record-setting years
in fundraising, which included
the establishment of more than
300 new scholarships. During Dr.
Perry's tenure, Eastern unveiled
its Renewable Energy Center, one
of the largest university biomass
installations in the countty, and
the interrelated Center for Clean
Energy Research and Education.
Textbook Rental Service found
a home at the newly built Louis
M. Grado Building, allowing
the Pine Honors College to
take up permanent residence in
renovated space in Pembe1ton
Hall South. EIU continued to
build its reputation for conununity
service; by 2014, more than 80
percent of Eastern's students were
paiticipating in volunteerism
during their time in Charleston.

Eastern Illinois University commemorated the
opening of the school in 1896 with a cornerstone
ceremony, leaving a time capsule inside the stone for
those of the future. The cornerstone was opened in
1995 to celebrate Eastern's 100th anniversary.
Do you know where the cornerstone is located?
Can you guess what was found inside the original
time capsule?

Throughout the early part of the 20th century,
campus grew exponentially. As such, buildings on
campus are reflective of the architectural styles of
the decades in which they were built. The stained
glass pictured above adorns one of the buildings.
Which building showcases stained glass
adornment?

This statue of a honorary society's key represents
EIU's quality business programs. Membership in the
society is considered one of the greatest honors for
business students throughout higher education.
Can you guess where the statue is located?
Do you know the name of the society?

The wall where these bricks are located was kept
exposed in a building that was renovated in 2008.
The building is also named after a former EIU
president, who led the project during its original
construction in 1959.
What building can these bricks be found in?

Women's basketball was the first intercollegiate
sport for women on campus and this statue bears
the number and likeness of one of Eastern's most
celebrated female athletes.
Where is the statue located?
Who is the female athlete honored by this statue?

From 1947to1960, Eastern's unofficial mascot
was a golden retriever who roamed campus,
attending sporting events and often venturing
into classes where he would sleep at the feet of
students. When he died, the campus community
buried their beloved dog on campus.
Do you know where the grave site of EIU's
beloved dog, Napoleon, is located?

Greenwood School is a one-room school house
that was built in Coles County in the 1860s.The
school closed its doors in the '1-0s, and the Coles
County Historical Society moved the building to
Eastern's campus in 1974.
Where on campus does Greenwood
schoolhouse sit?

Until 1933, male students on campus did not have a
central location to live while they attended Eastern they rented rooms around town. The Panther Lair,a 10room stucco farmhouse, was re-purposed as a male
co-op residence and dining service by Hobart Heller,
who was Dean of Men at the time.
Do you know where the Lair memorial is located?

Originally envisioned as an outdoor theater
for a building constructed in 1982, the
"pit" is mainly used as space for programs
and occasional meetings; changes in the
construction project prevented the completion
of the space as a true outdoor theater.
Do you know where the "pit" is located?

YOU REMEMBER WALKING TO CLASS, BUT DO YOU RECALL AL~
HISTORICAL PLACES YOU PASSED ALONG THE WAY?

So,You Think You Know Cam
By Elizabeth Edwards '13
Photos by Jay Grabiec '08

The ForeverEIU staff encourages you to take your best guess at where the following places on campus are located,
and then visit us online at forever.eiu.edu to find out just how much you remember and know about each place.

Author's note: Tbe following information was compiled with help from Robert Hillman, retired university archivist; Vaughn j aenike, dean emeritus of the College ofArts and Humanities; Debra
Reid, EIU history professor; and Rich Moser, sports iriformation directorfor EIU Athletics. Additional information came from "Eastern Illinois University Centennial: 1895-1995;" "Tbe Emerging
University: A History of Eastern Illinois University (1949), " edited by Donald F. Tingley; and Charles Coleman's "Eastern Illinois State College: Fifty Years of Public Service. "
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A PEEK AT SOME OF THE HIDDEN PLACES
AROUND CAMPUS. AND, YES, THERE ARE
TUNNELS UNDER OLD MAIN.

You Don't Know

Not much is known
about what the
sixth floor might
have originally
been used for.
Today, the few
lucky students and
staff who visit the
space document
their adventures
on the stairs that
lead to the rooftop
of Old Main.

Early in EIU's
history, the fifth
floor of Old Main
was used as
classroom space.
In the 1920s, it
served to house
overflow for
library collections.
Today, because of
building codes and
ADA compliance
laws, the room

This CamQ_us__
By Daphne Griffin
Photos by Jay Grabiec '08

Throughout Eastern's history our campus has changed
and evolved. Some spaces have been completely
renovated and re-worked to accommodate a modern
society. Others are a catchall for remnants of the past.
And some sit untouched and empty, filled only with
memories.
Tunnels under campus were built to access the original heating plant that
was just south of Old Main and north of where Student Se1v ices is now.
Additional tunnels were built to accommodate upgraded equipment and
facilities and to extend heat to the newer buildings across campus. Today,
the tunnels take steam heat from the recently constructed Renewable Energy
Center throughout campus; however, tl1ey are also lined witi1 fiber optic
cables for communicating in a ve1y different world. From Old Main, you can
take tunnels all the way to ti1e Physical Science or Student Services buildings.
That is, if you don't mind the occasional rat.
The tunnel system is only part of EIU's unseen campus. From Pemberton to
Buzzard to Lantz Arena, history reveals itself so we can remember our rich
past - one that still echos if we listen ve1y carefu lly.
Special thanks go to Facilities personnel Lionel Sanders and Deborah Black .for access
to these hidden locations .

In 1946, students
broadcast the first
radio show via WLBH
from the fourth floor
of Old Main. In 1964,
WELH broadcast
closed-circuit from
Lincoln Hall. Today,
students broadcast
as WEIU-FM from
Buzzard Hall, and the
original space is used
primarily for storage.

The basement
under Old Main is
generally empty only a few remnants
of the past remain,
including an old
book press and a
few of the building's
original doors from
spaces that have
been remodeled
and refitted.

A vault in the
Registrar's office
holds records
from as far back as
1902. Today, the
vault is still used
on a daily basis. It
holds transcripts
and is locked
every night.

The tunnels under
Old Main have been
re-floored to make
passage easier.
Steam pipes have
all been replaced to
meet current OSHA
requirements, and
fiber optic and other
cables line the
original brick walls.
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lOOYears of News
By Sally Renaud and Lola Burnham '83
Masthead graphic by Liz Viall

THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS WILL CELEBRATE ITS 100TH BIRTHDAY
NOV. 7, 2015, ON CAMPUS.

Former Newsers will be back on campus to reminisce about their time with
the News and to honor its legacy. Anyone interested in joining the celebration
should contact John Ryan atjmryan@eiu.edu.
The Eastern newspaper was started when some young men, Ed McGurdy,
Ernie Bails and Ivan Goble, wanted to write about sports, featuring the
Eastern Illinois State Normal School football team on page one of the fourpage paper. With the help of local printer Bob Prather, at 3 a.m. Nov. 5,
1915, they finished the first edition of The Normal School News. (The college
enrollment was 577, its budget was $214,900 and its football team went
2-2-1.) From that modest beginning, the newspaper made its mark on the
campus, including the first Homecoming election and the school band,
organized because of the paper. The Panther mascot was chosen in a contest
sponsored by the News in 1930.
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Crack open a big black bound volume of the
Eastern News going back to the 1960s, and the
memories come flooding back, making it hard to
do historical research.
Distractions abound: adve1tisements from businesses long gone,
hairstyles, bands booked to perform at Ted's Warehouse, movies
at the Will Rogers, Oc'toker'fest in the Library Quad, Jimmy John
Liautaud's first ventures into food sales, streakers disrupting Greek
Sing, "adult" films shown at the Union.
For the Newsers (once a Newser, always a ewser) who work in
Buzzard Hall, it's easy to get lost in these yellowed pages. Tom
Roberts '83, Student Publications pressman, was helping find some

Oc'toker'fest.

Streakers.

Ted Gregory '81 reported on Eastern's first marijuana smoke-in that drew about
300 people to the Library Quad in the fall of 1978. No arrests were made; Police
Cpt. Jack Chambers said he wanted to ensure no damage to property. The first
festival lasted about four days. It was held annually for about four years.

Sue Ann Rentfrow '82 covered a streaker during the 1981 Greek Sing, who
sported only a blue polka-dotted bow tie. Steaking was frequent in the early
1970s, but was part of Eastern's history for many years.

stories from his era when he got caught up reminiscing about his
time as a photographer at The Daily Eastern News. He remembers
photographing Jimmy John Liautaud when he first opened a new
business you might have heard of, working out of three portable
coolers, delivering sandwiches across campus. Tom also remembers

6:30&.,

9:00p.m.

GrandBaUr
Admisslo

the X-rated movies shown in the Union.
And John Ryan, '75, a staffer at the Eastern News and now retiring
after 20-plus years advising the paper and directing Student
Publications, remembers streakers on a motorcycle driving through
campus and Student Senator Bill Gaugush's press conference on
allegations of Dean Donald K.luge's wrong-doings. And in his time
as adviser, Newsers panning the performance of a new band called
Hootie and the Blowfish and "Bagel Day" in the late '80s, when free
bagels, courtesy of Lender's Bagels, went fl ying at the marching band
during halftime of a football game.
Memories of the news events get tangled up with memories of
covering the news events. Opening those bound volumes opens
the floodgates to your past. It's a past that The Daily Eastern News

Prism

Silly Party.

Posing Nude.

was published in 1970 as an
African-American supplement
to The News.

In her column in the April 1, 1996, DEN,Reagan Branham '98 remembered the
Silly Party this way: "In 1984, an Eastern student named Joe Butler was elected
by more than 400 votes and became the new student body president. Butler's
political party, the Silly Party, was dedicated to four political principles: graft,
corruption, decadence and lies. Butler said he joined the race for student body
president to give students the choice of 'two clowns to vote for rather than one."'

Eastern co-eds were offered
"the opportunity" to pose nude
or partially nude for a calendar in
Spring1986

in all of its iterations has documented for nearly 100 years, the staff
members writing the first draft of Eastern's histo1y, capturing the
tenor of the times (covering fo rmer Gov. Jim Edgar as student body
president) and recording a snapshot of each school yea r from the
highs (football championships) to the lows (budget woes) to d1e
sublime (Aretha Fra nklin's performance) to the ridiculous (streakers!).

If you're interested in visiting some of the DEN archives, you
can view issues published after 1993 online at The Keep:

thekeep.eiu.edu/den
The Keep is the institutional repository (IR) and electronic archive of Eastern
Illinois University. The Keep brings together the research, administrative
output, historical archives, conferences/exhibits, historical images and
special collections of the university. These are all combined under one
umbrella, preserving and providing access to these materials.

The Keep is an excellent platform for working papers, university documents,
copies of published articles, and conference papers. Presentations, senior
theses/honors projects, exhibits and other works not published elsewhere
can also be published in The Keep: thekeep.eiu.edu

Blair Hall Fire.

Senator Obama.

In 2004, one week before spring semester finals, Blair Hall caught fire. The
fire destroyed the entire third floor, with significant water damage on the first
and second floors. After a two-year renovation process, Blair Hall reopened
inFall2006.

Nicole (Milstead) Niwa '07 remembers how excited she was that Senator Obama
was coming to campus. "Even though he hadn't announced he was going to run for
president, I was sure of it. I got time alone with him before the speech to ask questions
and we had already saved the front page so I was very frustrated after because all his
sentences were fragments and it was hard to get a decent quote."
FOREVER EIU
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met privately with Reba Goldsmith, editor-in-chief of Eastern's school
newspaper, the Teachers College News. According to Ms. Goldsmith's
account of her chat with "the most important woman in the United States,"
"It was a terrifying, wonderful experience I had looked forward to, as I
walked over to Pemberton Hall , where she was staying ... " Calling Mrs.
Roosevelt "the most gracious woman in the world," who immediately put
her at ease, the reporter asked Eleanor about her heavy travel schedule,
her speaking engagements, her ideas concerning the current problems of
youth, her views on the importance of education, and her views on current
events, including the prospect of war in Europe. Ms. Goldsmith's exclusive,
20-minute interview was the only press interview granted by Mrs. Roosevelt
during her stay in Charleston.
Rejoining her hosts for the day, Mrs. Roosevelt then embarked on a tour
of the area - her main purpose for coming to Charleston. Specifically, she
wanted to see facilities associated with the Civilian Conservation Corps and
with the National Youth Administration - two of the "New Deal" programs
created by her husband, President Franklin D. Roosevelt, to help ease the
educational and unemployment problems of young people during the
Great Depression.

'

Photo courtesy of Paul Moore from the permanent collection
o Li . coin Log Cabin State Historic Site,

,,

Eleanor Roosevelt's 1938
Charleston Visit

According to her syndicated column detailing her visit to Charleston, Mrs.
Roosevelt's first stop on her motor tour of the area was at Lincoln Log Cabin
State Park, which had been developed into an historic site with the help of
the young men of the CCC. Supervised by appropriate experts, the project
crew had built a split-rail fence and reconstructed the log cabin occupied
by Thomas Lincoln and his wife Sarah Bush Lincoln, the father and stepmother of Abraham Lincoln. During the reconstruction, the project team
had discovered an abandoned horse trough and located the site of an old
well and root cellar dating from Thomas Lincoln's day. After leaving the
state park, Mrs. Roosevelt and her hosts visited nearby Shiloh Cemetery,
where Thomas and Sarah Bush Lincoln are buried.

aged but unemployed youth, who were
living temporarily in Charleston for the
purpose of learning skills necessary for
gainful employment in private industry.
The actual training took place in the
industrial arts department at Eastern,
conducted by Eastern instructors. Mrs.
Roosevelt spoke with the manager of
the local NYA program, the district NYA
director, and with some of the young
men in the program. She learned
also that there were about 90 Eastern
students - both male and female - who
received financial help from the NYA
in exchange for working in a variety of
campus jobs, including: clerical, library, print shop, grounds maintenance,
research assistants and program assistants in home economics, theatre,
music and physical education.
After her busy afternoon, Mrs. Roosevelt's day was far from over. In the
evening she spoke to a crowd of more than 3,000 people in the newly
completed Health Education Building (now McAfee Gym.) Her speech
dealt with the problems faced by the nation's youth, including lack of
educational opportunities, lingering unemployment and uncertain job
prospects, the very real threat of war, and the increasing complexity of
modern life. After her talk, she took some questions from the audience,
before retreating to Pemberton Hall, where she met in the parlor with the
students who lived there. Years later, many of these students retained fond
memories of Eleanor Roosevelt's visit to Eastern and Pemberton Hall.
In her syndicated column concerning her time in Charleston, Mrs. Roosevelt
made no mention of her private chat with the students of Pemberton Hall.
Nor did she mention her speech to a big crowd of people in a packed
gymnasium. Evidently, she spoke so often to large audiences that she saw
no reason to mention the Charleston speech in her column. At any rate,
after a full day of activities in Charleston on Oct. 17, she apparently left
town on a late-night train, dictated by the necessities of her tight travel
schedule. Indeed, her syndicated column for Oct. 20 began with this telling
remark: "It was rather pleasant to sleep in a hotel last night after having
spent the previous five nights on trains. " Even though she did not linger
long in Charleston or at Eastern, the people here were extremely pleased
that First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt had paid a short visit to their town and
campus.

By Robert V. Hillman, University Archivist, Retired

As reported in the local newspapers, she traveled on a morning train from St. Louis to Mattoon, where
her rail car was quickly transferred to another train for the short ride over to Charleston. One reporter
noted that Mrs. Roosevelt spent a only seven minutes in Mattoon, never leaving her railcar, much to the
disappointment of a large crowd of people hoping to catch a glimpse of her.
Eleanor Roosevelt arrived in Charleston at 11 :37 a.m., and she
emerged from the train displaying her familiar big smile. Moving
through the welcoming crowd, she spoke briefly to a variety
of people, including local officials, townspeople and children,
before being escorted to Eastern's campus by President Robert
Guy Buzzard and Professor Glenn Seymour, her hosts for the
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day. They took Mrs. Roosevelt directly to Pemberton Hall, where
she was given a guest suite to use as home base during her stay.
After a luncheon in Pemberton Hall, Mrs. Roosevelt spoke
briefly to the children from Eastern's Training School, who
presented her with a bouquet of flowers. At 1:30 p.m. she then

On their return trip to Charleston, Mrs. Roosevelt and her party stopped
at the CCC Camp where the men lived, located on Fourth Street just south
of Eastern's campus. "It seemed to be a model camp, nicely planted and
well kept, and the boys looked healthy and happy," Mrs. Roosevelt wrote
in her syndicated column. "They are near enough to the town to profit
by educational advantages at the college and recreational opportunities in
the town." While visiting the CCC Camp she took time to speak with the
administrators and with some of the young men concerning their work,
their lives and their problems. She was impressed that one of the young
CCC men had actually completed college in Charleston and was now
employed by the National Youth Administration.

To read the entire entry on Eleanor Roosevelt's visit to
Charleston and EIU, visit The Eleanor Roosevelt Papers
Project at:

http://bit.ly/1JMLVeL

MyDay by ~~
A Comprehensive, Electronic Edition of
Eleanor RooseveWs "My Da,y" Newspaper Columns

From the CCC Camp, Mrs. Roosevelt's party drove to the local NYA facility at
the corner of Lincoln Avenue and Route 130 - home to about 30 high school
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OYER THE PAST 80+ YEARS,EASTERN'SMASCOTHAS
EVOLVED IN BOTH NAME AND APPEARANCE.
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THIS OCTOBER 23·25, EASTERN WILL CELEBRATE ONE OF ITS LONGEST, AND MOST TREASURED, TRADITIONS.
MARK YOUR CALENDARS AND VISIT WWW.EIU.EDU/HOMECOMING

lOOYears of Homecoming
Story adapted from Barry Smith, The Daily Eastern News, October 17, 1975

Homecoming has been a part of campus, in a variety of ways, through success and strife, for more than 100 years.
Through the years, many traditions on campus
have been either lost or changed, but the spirit and
purpose of Homecoming has survived. This year,
we celebrate 100 yea rs of one of Eastern's longest
and most treasured traditions.

Eastern's first-ever homecoming prompted campus
to create a pattern for the years ahead: morning
chapel to commemorate the day, fo llowed by a
parade, a football game and usually an info rmal
dance at Pembeiton Hall.

Over the past centu1y, like Eastern, Homecoming
has grown, sometimes with a bit of struggle.
Borrowing the idea from the University of Illinois,
which established homecoming in 1912 as a fea ture
of college life, about 200 of Eastern's 551 graduates
attended the premier event in 1915.

In 1928, theatre performances became pan of the
tradition with the production of "T1ysting Place. "
Then, in 1930, on a suggestion from the Eastern
News, the fi rst homecoming queen, Ernistine Taylor,
was elected.

That year, Homecoming began with a simple
parade, which followed morning chapel services.
Trapps band perfo rmed on the route that took the
parade from the square, south on Sixth Street to the
football field - with homes and stores along the
route decorated in blue and gray. Two decorated
automobiles, filled with clowns and "butterfly girls,"
esco1ted the band.
Excitement fo r the premier homecoming was
so high that Eastern's football team trounced its
opponent, Shunleff College, 52-6. The success of

Chapel services were discontinued from the
celebration in 1933 and new activities were
introd uced, some shoit-lived like the 1937 beard
contest and 1938 town barbeque.
Returning alumni in 1943 saw a Homecoming
basketball game instead of the annual football
contest. Low enrollment because of the wa r did not
provide enough players for a football team.
For spectators along the parade route, Homecoming
has always offered enteltainment of some kind. It
has also been the source of controversy.

In 1972, alumni were denied their traditional parade
because residence halls and Greek life could not
afford decorations. The parade returned in 1973, but
queen campaign practices were under scrutiny and
then-President Fite did not allow the election of a
queen. In 1974, male student Tom Wade put his bid
in for queen and garnered third place.
In the late 1990s, comn1Llnity pa!ticipation,
paiticularly area high school and middle school
bands, dropped after cups and bottles of beer were
tl1rown at parade pa!ticipants.
Only once in its histo1y was Homecoming canceled
- in 1918, Eastern was closed because of a severe
influ enza outbreak.
Today, Homecoming activities span an entire week,
culminating in numerous events on Saturday,
including a pancake breakfast, a 2.SK race, the
parade, a tailgate, Tent City, an alumni awards
dinner and, of course, the football game. And, 100
years later, we still celebrate the most impo!tant
people in our more than 120-year history as a
campus - our alumni.

You Can GetThere
From Here.
By Dustin White '06

Well ... that escalated quickly.
Remember a year ago when we, the people of the Eastern Illinois
University community, were excited just to see Jimmy Garoppolo selected
in the NFL Draft? The record-setting quarterback had just wrapped up the
greatest career in Panther football history, and to cap it all off, he now
had the distinction of being the highest draft pick in school history.
That was cool enough all on its own, wasn't it? Our very own 'Jimmy
G" was heading to the New England Patriots with a chance to serve as
understudy to one of the league's all-time great signal-callers in Tom
Brady and play under equally legendary head coach Bill Belichick.

01899; THE SELF-COACHED SQUAD, COMPRISED 0

-•l"ZUIMEN, P~HBORINGSCHOOLSON THE LAWN BEHIND OLD MAIN.
TODAY, PANTHER FOOTBALL IS THE FOCAL POINT OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS ON CAMPUS, WITH 90
PLAYERS ON ROSTER AND THOUSANDS OF FANS IN THE O'BRIEN FIELD STANDS ON GAME DAYS.

The Evolution ofThe Game
By Dustin White '06

Few- if any-FCS schools can boast the NFL presence enjoyed by Eastern Illinois University in recent years.
From front offices (new Chicago Bears general manager Ryan Pace) to the coaching community (current and
former head coaches Sean Payton, Mike Shanahan, Brad Childress) to the huddle (quarterbacks Tony Romo
and Jimmy Garoppolo), the league is inundated with high-profile EIU products.

It wasn't so long ago, though, that Eastern faced doubts about whether or
not maintaining a football program was even worthwhile.
In 1977, the Panthers had just finished a 1-10 campaign and over the
previous three decades put together exactly three winning seasons. Plenty
of pressure existed within the campus community to do away with the
team altogether, but Mike Mullaly, the athletic director at the time, opted
for one last shot at bringing the program back from the dead.
Luckily for all of us who enjoy supporting Panther football today, Mullaly's
gamble was an unmitigated success. Veteran coach Darrell Mudra - along
with a 25-year-old Shanahan as his offensive coordinator - came on board
and in short order turned the program into the 1978 NCAA Division II
national champion. Two years later, the Panthers earned another DII title
game appearance, and in 1981 Eastern made the jump to NCAA Division
1-AA status (now known a Football Championship Subdivision or FCS).
Since bumping up a class, EIU has qualified for the FCS playoffs 15 times.
Only a half-dozen schools can say they've done better. Since 2000, the
list of programs boasting more postseason appearances than Eastern (9)
shrinks to three. We'll stop short of calling it dominance, but not many
programs around the nation have enjoyed the steady success at the level
we've seen at O'Brien Field.
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The NFL success stories to emerge from EIU football since its near demise
have been remarkable. Shanahan's 14-year run as head coach of the
Denver Broncos yielded two Super Bowl wins before its conclusion in
2008, while Payton's current decade-long tenure with the New Orleans
Saints netted a Lombardi Trophy in 2009.
Both were successful coordinators prior to their head coaching gigs; they
worked their way up much in the same fashion Pace rose through the
front office ranks to his job in Chicago.
And, of course, the last decade has given us not one, but two Walter
Payton Award-winning quarterbacks in Romo and Garoppolo. Despite not
being drafted, Romo has put up big numbers in becoming a household
name with the Dallas Cowboys. Garoppolo - a 2014 second-round pick,
the highest in school history - already has a ring with the New England
Patriots and may just start a few games in 2015.
So from humble beginnings to practical irrelevance to today, EIU football
is kind of a big deal. You could definitely say we've come a long way.

But then:
• He spent his first training camp and preseason schedule establishing
himself as a reliable backup, enough so that the Patriots felt comfortable
trading away their previous second-string option (Ryan Mallett, who
ended up starting for Houston later in the season).
• In limited mop-up duty throughout a half-dozen regular season games,
he played well with 19 completions in 27 attempts for 182 yards, a
touchdown, and zero interceptions.

"He has a great leader in front of him to teach

• His club cruised to a 12-4 record and defeated Seattle 28-24 in Super
Bowl XLIX (and he got some quality camera time on NBC's postgame
coverage, making sure to get a hand on the coveted Lombardi Trophy
at any available opportunity).

He couldn't be in a better situation. As far as

• He got to visit President Barack Obama at the White House, as is
customary for championship pro sports teams in our country.

we're concerned, he could sit for two or three

• He became a household name after the news broke that he'll likely be
the defending Super Bowl champions' No. 1 quarterback while Brady
serves his "DeflateGate" suspension at the onset of the 2015 season.

years and absorb it - get real good at it."

Whew! Let's recap: In essentially a year's time, Jimmy Gwent from relative
obscurity (despite being the best FCS-level college football player in the
country his senior season) to a bit of a sports celebrity - and if you don't
believe he's a sports celebrity at this point, Google him and get back to
us in a few hours after you're done sifting through the seemingly endless
analysis of his game AND his all-important standing amongst the NFL's
most attractive players.
Things could get even cooler for us Panther fans if Brady's fourgame suspension holds and Garoppolo still headlines New England's
quarterback depth chart on Oct. 11 , when the Patriots travel to Dallas to
take on Tony Romo and the Cowboys. This is just a hunch, but such a
matchup just might net EIU a few mentions in the national media.
It's a lot to wrap your mind around, especially considering the Garoppolo
camp was just fine with Jimmy getting a little more seasoning before
being thrust into the spotlight.
"I think very few people could walk into the NFL as a quarterback and
succeed and start," said Jimmy's father, Tony, in late April, prior to the
news of Brady's suspension. "It's not like we're sitting here saying (Jimmy)
should be playing. Tom Brady is probably one the best ever.

him everything there is to know about the NFL.

-Denise Garoppolo,
Jimmy G's Mom

happens; I'm sure he wants to play, but when Tom Brady's ahead of you,
you accept that. "
Jimmy's mother, Denise: "He has a great leader in front of him to teach
him everything there is to know about the NFL. He couldn't be in a better
situation. As far as we're concerned, he could sit for two or three years
and absorb it - get real good at it. "
As it turns out, though, Garoppolo's first chance to shine will come

about a bit differently than he and his folks anticipated. They, along with
Panther Nation, undoubtedly believe he'll be up to the challenge, and so
does another guy who's been in his corner since the early days.
"He's got a lot of great support (in New England) and with his work ethic
and his ability to study, I think he'll be fine, " said Jeff Christensen - an
EIU alum, former NFL quarterback and Garoppolo's personal throwing
coach since he took up the position as a high school junior - in a recent
interview. "As far as the intangibles - the physicality, the emotional and
physical toughness, the "it" factor - he's unflappable."

"We can't wait until he gets in there, but we want him to be ready. There's
a lot to learn and he's in the right spot. He's content to wait and see what
FOREVER EIU
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International Alumnus Establishes Link Between EIU, Chinese University
While Eastern Illinois University has long
appreciated the impact that dedicated alumni can
have on potential students, few of those alumni
actually operate their own EIU office.

hard to get in," he said. "It is a good idea to have
an (EIU) office here in Linyi University because,
right now, our university is very keen on sending
students to foreign countries and we have to find
places for them to go."

Zhibo Wang is the exception.
Wang, who once came from China to study at EIU,
now teaches in the Foreign Language Department
at Linyi University, an institution that, like Eastern,
began as a small teachers' college. Currently, the
university, located in the Shandong Province,
offers 62 different undergraduate degre'es to more
than 30,000 students.

Wang recalled his own experience of leaving
China to study in the United States. "I applied to
about five American universities and EIU was the
first to admit me, " Wang said. Eastern also offered
him an assistantship, as well as a lot of faculty
mentoring.

Additionally, Kevin Vicker, director of International
Students and Scholars at Eastern, also visited Linyi
and was able to speak with students - both oneon-one and in lecture-type settings.

At Linyi University, where he has been employed
for the past 13 years, he teaches English writing,
English literature, intensive and extensive reading,
listening and linguistics.

Actually, "the idea of an EIU office in Linyi
University was the idea of our dean, Professor Xie
Nan," Wang said. "I am the person who spends
a lot of time in the EIU offi ce. I translate the
transcripts, teach (students) how to write personal
statements and explain the differences in our two
systems, as well as the costs of attending and the
procedures for applying.

As head of the EIU offi ce at Linyi, Wang said
the biggest problem he faces is "extending (his
department's) influence to other schools" within
the university. To help with this goal, Wang has
enlisted the help of his American alma mater.

"The job market here does not seem very hopeful
overall, and the graduate schools in China are so

He requested that Eastern send a representative
- preferably the president or one of the vice

EIU, Lake Land to Strengthen
Ties Between Schools

Zhibo
Wang, left,
and Kevin
Vicker

Smoking/Tobacco Use Prohibited on
EIU Campus, Effective July 1, 2015
Beginning July 1, 2015, all smoking and tobacco use will be prohibited on
the campus of Eastern Illinois University.

For the first time ever, trustees and administrators from both institutions gathered
in April for a joint meeting to discuss past, current and potential future partnerships
between the two schools. Topics included transfer opportunities, collaborative
educational programs and chances for student participation on both campuses.

In accordance with the Illinois Smoke Free Campus Act and university
policy, the use of all tobacco products will be prohibited on all campus
prope1ty, both indoors and outdoors, including buildings, grounds, parking
lots and vehicles that are owned, leased, occupied, operated or othe1w ise
controlled by EIU. The ban includes e-cigarettes and va pori zers, as well.

"By working collaboratively, Lake Land and Eastern together enhance
opportunities for student success and better the communities we serve," Bullock
said. "We know that we must not only maintain the interdependence we share
on an institutional level, but continue to enhance these partnerships while looking
toward the future."

Use of tobacco products will be permitted only in private vehicles traveling
through or parked on campus provided that second-hand smoke is
contained within the vehicle.
The policy applies to any individual on campus prope1ty, including
students, employees and visitors, and is applicable at all times.

Many EIU students already first take general education, sign language and other
courses at Lake Land College.

It is anticipated that the policy will have minimal effect on the majority
of Eastern's constin1encies, said Eric Davidson, associate director of EIU's
Healm Service. Polls of sn1dents indicate that most fall in two of three
groups -- those who are excited about the prospect of becoming a totally
smoke-free campus and those who believe they won't be affected at all
by the change.

The two boards agreed to assign trustees to a committee that will meet regularly in
an effort to increase communication between Eastern and Lake Land.

He acknowledged tl1at tl1e third group represents a "fair number" of
individuals who will likely disapprove of the ban.

EIU trustee Kristopher Goetz, who will serve as an Eastern representative, said
he appreciated the open meeting between tl1e two boards. "It's one thing to talk
over the phone but another to actually meet face-to-face," he said . "When you
look someone in the eye and you shake their hand, there's no substin1te for that. "

According to Davidson, individuals caught smoking will likely receive a
verbal reminder for the first offense, while habitual offenders will be dealt
with on an individual basis, depending on their classification (student,
employee, etc.).
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For some students at Eastern Illinois University,
the traditional, enclosed classroom will be
replaced with acres of wind-blown native grasses.
Via an arrangement that Thomas Canam,
assistant professor of biological sciences, terms
a "win-win-win sin1ation for everyone," some
local landowners have agreed to allow Eastern
to use nearly 120 acres of their Coles County
property for research. Students and faculty of the
university, as well as others, eagerly anticipate
those enhanced research opportunities. And, in
turn, area farmers will gain additional insight into
potential alternative crops.
"This project is going to be helpful to us in so
many ways, " Canam said.

Eastern Illinois University and Lake Land College are taking steps to strengthen
what already is a collaborative relationship.

EIU President Bill Perry said the idea for the meeting surfaced during one of many
discussions with Lake Land President Josh Bullock. "We thought it would be a
good idea to bring the boards together to discuss the collaborations we already
have and think about the future ways we can work together for the good of our
citizens and our institutions, " he said.
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presidents - to Linyi to present a couple of lectures.
William Weber, vice president of business affairs at
the time of the request, volunteered, offering to
make the trip on Eastern's behalf.

EIU to Reap Research Opportunities Through Land Use Partnership

While never slated to become a school for
agricultural research, Eastern began exploring
its expanded options even while the university's
Renewable Energy Center was in its planning
stages. The REC, built to replace a decades-old,
deteriorating coal-burning facility, was designed
as a biomass-burning facility; two of its fo ur
boilers burn biomass, or biological material, while
the other two boilers burn natural gas with a fuel
oil backup.
When the oppo1tunity arose for Eastern to partner
with the Lumpkin family of Mattoon and their
fa rm services manager, First Mid-Illinois Bank &
Trust, the university was faced with the specific
decision as to what it would do wim access to the
roughly 120-acre plot of land located northwest
of Charleston.
"The Lumpkin famil y has been involved with
sustainability for some time, and has been
growing organic crops on the land," Canam
said. "We talked with them about the Renewable
Energy Center and its needs for the future - that
we wanted to grow an alternative fuel for the
Renewable Energy Center and mat we wanted to
grow biomass in a sustainable way."
Working in paitnership with FDC Enterprises Inc.,
a nationally recognized provider of conservation
services and green biofuels/bioproducts, Eastern
authorized the planting of 100 acres of a "seedpooled mixn1re of two warm season grasses." The
planting occurred in July.
"It was a mixture of switchgrass and big bluestem,
both of which are known to be high yielding,
robust and fast-growing," Canam said.
In addition, FDC Enterprises planted "pollinator
buffers" - wildflowers and other grasses, mostly
- along the perimeter of the land and beside
the ponion of Riley Creek that runs through the

land. While it does little to enhance the growth of
the primary grass crop, the buffer does give the
property a more striking appearance, attracting
bees, butterflies and other species of wildlife.
Canam ft.nther explained that me attraction of
wildlife will provide added research opportunities
for EIU students and faculty.
While student and faculty researchers wait for the
first switchgrass/big bluestem mixture harvest,
likely to take place this year, tl1ey'll carefully
observe the grasses' growth patterns: Do tl1ey
do better on slopes than near the creek? Do they
invite or discourage specific pest (bugs, molds,
etc.) problems? And, do they react favorably with
the soil and climate in which they are growing.
"We'll be performing basic growth research,"
Canam said.
Sn1dies following the harvest will expand to
include yield measurements (tons per acre,
for example) and answers to questions that a
biochemist, like Canam, is interested in.
"We'll wa nt to determine what, chemically, we
can do with these grasses," he said. "How much
carbon is produced, and how much ash?
"And we'll do density sn1dies to help us determine
how much money and resources will be needed
to n1rn tl1e grasses into pellet material that can be
used to fuel facilities like our Renewable Energy
Center," he added. "Obviously, what we're
looking for is a resource that will require as little
input as possible, thereby keeping growers' costs
down. "
And cost conservation, Canam said, is something
that's just as important to EIU as it is for a
traditional farmer.
In addition to a contribution from the university's
College of Sciences to get the project staned,
another $20,000 ($5,000 annually for four years)
was awarded via EIU's President's Fund for
Research and Creative Activity.
That fund exists to "foster, stimulate and strengthen
research and creative activity conducted by faculty
members, with a primary goal of enhancing the
likelihood that their work wiJI be competitive
for external funding from federal agencies, state
agencies, corporations, or private foundations. "
Canam hopes that is, indeed, the case with the
Lumpkin land research.
"We've been looking for external grants for
research, but it's a very competitive process," he
said. "Sources like the Depa1tment of Energy,

We've been looking for external
grants for research, but it's a very
competitive process ... In general,
they're looking for more largescale projects than what we've
been able to offer thus far."
-Thomas Canam,
EIU Assistant Professor of
Biological Sciences

the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the
Environmental Protection Agency ... In general,
they're looking for more large-scale projects than
what we've been able to offer thus far. "
To date, he added, Eastern's alternative crop
research has been limited to four acres of small
plots located near tl1e university's Renewable
Energy Center. Two acres have been planted with
hybrid poplars, a specifically bred, fast-growing
tree; two additional acres have been planted with
grasses.
"Now that we're dealing with a fairly significant
amount of land and we have something actually
in progress, these larger funding agencies might
take a better look at us," Canam said. "It really
helps for them to see you actually have the
capabilities."

To learn more about what is
happening across campus,
visit our online newsroom at:
castle.eiu.edu/media/
FOREVER EIU
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"I wanted to offer opportunities for
undergraduate students to start learning how
to 'talk doctor,' how to interact with people..."
-Dr. Gordon Grado 74
oncologist and founder/medical director of the Southwest
Oncology Centers and the Grado Radiation Center of Excellence

Gordon Grado, M.D.
Eastern alumnus is giving students today
opportunities he didn't have as a student in the 1970s
By Vicki Shaw Woodard '81

As Gordon Grado '74 was beginning his studies to
become a doctor, he was also hoping to get some
practical experience in the field.

at EIU the opportunity he had yearned for but
never received . "With my experience, I thought I
could be helpful," he said.

"I wanted to know what to do to improve my
chances of getting into med school," he recalled .

Nearly four years ago, Grado began offering EIU
pre-med students -- two at a time -- the chance
to spend two weeks between semesters at his
Scottsdale, Ariz., clinic.

His pre-med advisers told him w hat classes to take,
but "there were no suggestions rega rding volunteer
work," he said. "I made inq uiries
on my own at the old Charleston hospital with
hopes to volunteer there as a stu dent."
The answer was a disappointing one. "Nope, they
didn't want me at all," he said.
Grado went on to earn his bachelor's degree (with
high hono rs) in zoology from Eastern in 1974. He
attended the Southern Illino is University School of
Medicine , where he received his medical degree
and became interested in brachytherapy for the
treatment of cancer. He completed his internship at
the University of Chicago followed by a residency
to specialize in the treatment of cancer with
radiation at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn.
Now a world-renowned oncologist and founder/
medical director of the So uthwest Oncology
Centers and the Grado Radiation Center of
Excellence, Grado hopes to give pre-med students

"I wa nted to offer oppo1t unities for undergraduate
students to start learning how to 'ta lk doctor,' how
to interact with people," Grado said. "That doesn't
usually seem to happen until late in the first or
second year of med school. "
While at the clinic, students learn "in a situation
where they ca n't really do anything wrong,'' Grado
said. "No classes, no grades. Just participation meet doctors, meet patients. Get to know the ballet
(procedure) and smells of the hospital. "
The lucky few who get invited to Scottsdale are n't
the only EIU students to benefit from Gracia 's
knowledge and experience.
"I fell in love with Skype a long time ago,"
Grado said.
Skype allows Grado to chat with pre-med students,
both individually and as a group, on the EIU

campus. It allows them the opportunity to openly
discuss issues associated with the field of medicine,
incl uding training, med schools, specialties, salaries
and even medical malpractice.
He's advocating for other EIU alumni to join him in
his endeavors.
"I'm hoping to start a program involving other
Eastern alum in the medical profession," he said.
"EIU grads from all over who have become docto rs
and nurses ... I think a national program to support
our students is just what we need. "

See more on this story and related articles:
Looking to Provide Others with the Opportunity He Never
Had: Oncologist Gordon Grado Shares Knowledge,
Expertise and Clinic with EIU Students: castle.eiu.edu/media/
viewstory.php?action=1049
Through 'Life-changing' Experience, EIU Alumnus Gives
EIU Students a Leg Up castle.eiu.edu/media/viewstory.
php?action=1050
Cancer Treatment Brings Allies Together...Alumnus
Advances Russell Means' Work through Art Exhibit on EIU
Campus castle.eiu.edu/media/viewstory.php?action=1051

Dr. Louis Grado Scholarship in Education and Service
In 1989, Dr. Louis Grado retired after 34 years of teaching at EIU. As a professor and chair of the Department of Elementary and Junior High School Education,
he played a significant role in recruiting faculty, developing programming and preparing students for careers in teacher education.
Additionally, as a teacher education adviser for the U.S. State Department, Louis Grado spent two years in Nicaragua reorganizing the country's teacher
education program. Working with the Illinois State Board of Education, he assisted with programs in bilingual and migrant education. He guided the
establishment of the Area Council of the International Reading Association, an organization that promotes reading in public schools.
In 2011, Louis Grado's son, Gordon Grado, established the Dr. Louis Grado Scholarship in Education and Service in honor of his father, who died in 2010.
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Smith since 2007 Before his University of

the seventh round of the 1993 NFL Draft by the

retention and conduct. and also served as an

Rory Steidl '05 was selected the new director

supervisor. at the First Mid-Illinois Bank & Trust

Arkansas-Fort Smith appointment. Wallace

Los Angeles Rams. Currently a middle school

adjunct professor in the counseling and liberal

of volunteer services by the Coalition for

in Mattoon. She joined the company 1n 2012.

served as dean of the College of Arts and

teacher and coach in Rockwall. Texas. he was

studies programs at DePaul. During his time in

People in Need in Charleston. His goal is to

Sciences at Clayton State University and dean

1960s
Richard "Dick" James '64, '66. is a

professor in the Department of Counseling.
Education Psychology and Research at the
University of Memphis. He says that one of his
greatest accomplishments was the printing
of the eighth edition of "Crisis Intervention
Strategies." which has sold more than 100.000

of the College of Arts and Sciences at Troy

finalists by the NFL Alumni Association in 2012.

State University.
Brad Beesley '95 was recently promoted

higher education program. teaching courses

volunteers while streamlining the information

strong foundation for EIU's women's basketball

on social justice and mental health issues in

flow to participating vendors.

higher education.

Scott Paul Morton '82 is currently working

to executive vice president. chief trust and
wealth management officer. at the First M1d-

2000s

formerly a reporter at WRDW-TV in Augusta,

lllinois Bank & Trust in Mattoon. In this role,

Luke Cherveny '00 was admitted as a

Ga .. and WBRC-TV in Birmingham. Ala; served

he will be responsible for leading trust. farm.

partner in the PricewaterhouseCoopers

in the U.S Navy from 1986-2007; and worked

retirement and investment services for the

U.S tax practice in 2014. He spent more than

as a teacher in Michigan.

bank and serve as a member of the executive

14 years in the industry, and his experience

committee. He joined the bank in 2007 as

includes his role in the firm's National

Daniel Carl Peters '88 starred in the rock

senior vice president and has played a critical

Assurance Office and National Tax Accounting

police department's crisis intervention

musical "Dee Snider's Rock & Roll Christmas

executive role at the company over the past

program

Services/International Financial Reporting

Tale" as the lead guitarist/band manager at

eight years. Holding an MBA from EIU, he

Standards-Tax Practices where he contributed

1970s

The Broadway Playhouse inside Chicago's

is also a graduate of Notre Dame's Cannon

to a number of leadership efforts. A resident of

Water Tower Place last November. For the past

Financial Institute.

Grand Rapids. he is a licensed CPA in Michigan

Beth (Jones) Glanzer '10 has transitioned

into the role of assistant vice president. human

School District 3.
Brittany Bonic '12 has been promoted to

resource generalist. at the corporate office of

trust compliance officer at the First Mid-Illinois

program, was inducted into the Athletic Hall of

First Mid-Illinois Bank & Trust in Mattoon. She

Bank & Trust 1n Mattoon.

Fame. She ended her career as the Panthers'

first joined the bank in 2008 as a relationship

Friederike (Kemper) Orbea '07 was

all-time leading scorer with 1,891 points (a total

manager in the treasury management

Trent Duckett '12 was recently named

appointed by Henkel as the company's

that now ranks second), and was a three-time

department. working with commercial and

principal of St. John's Lutheran Elementary

regional brand manager for Latin America

first team All-Ohio Valley Conference selection

retail customers and products.

School in Mattoon. He previously taught in

in the Mexico City, Mexico. area in 2014. The

after being named OVC Freshman of the Year

company manufactures various chemical

in 2006. She 1s currently an assistant basketball

products. including detergents and adhesives.

coach at Ball State University in Muncie. Ind.

with brands and technologies for consumer
and industrial businesses. She previously

Paul Stranz '09 was named the Illinois High

served as the company's manager of its group

School Soccer Association Girls Coach of

strategy unit.

the Year in 2014. He coached the program at
Charleston High School for 14 years.

Emily Frazier '07, '08 has been promoted

the social sciences department and coached
Brody Walworth '10 was named head

softball at Mattoon High School.

football coach at Pleasant Plains High School
near Springfield after previously serving as the
team's offensive coordinator.
Joe Sornberger '11 was hired as the new

superintendent of ROWVA District 208 in
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Oneida. Ill. He was previously the
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John Marks '72 was recently named vice

two years. he has also performed in New York

president of Beatitudes Campus Foundation,

City in the Broadway shows "Rock of Ages"

located in Phoenix. He previously held the

and "Blue Man Group." While a student at

staff at Frontier Community College as the

position of chief development officer at the

Eastern. he played in the band Blurred V1s1on,

coordinator of financial aid; she will assist and

role as the executive officer of the Eastern

Saint Mary's Food Bank Alliance in Phoenix.

which performed regularly at Ted's Warehouse

counsel students with their needs. Prior to

Illinois University Foundation in 2014. He

andRoc's.

joining Frontier. she worked at the Amy Center

previously served as assistant to the dean

in Mt. Vernon as the statistics coordinator and

of Eastern's Lumpkin College of Business

Thomas Slayback '74 and Rose

advocate.

and Applied Sciences. and also as an

Mary Woosley, March 17, 2014

Tiffany Cottrill '06, '08 and B.J.
Cummins. July 12, 2014

Kelly Schaefer '08 and Evan
Donahue. April 4, 2014

assistant director of Alumni Services. where

Renee Stroud '82, '97 and Gary
Witt, Sept. 20, 2014

Bryce Summary '06, '07 and
Amy Foster '09, Nov. 8, 2014

Kimberly Anderson '09 and
Nicholas Nasti ·11. Sept.13, 2014

Elizabeth Scribner '10 and

Kelsey Parks '13 and Aaron Cox,

Bradley Ingram, July 26, 2014

June7,2014

Lawanna Kendrick '85 and
Rolland Karcher. Feb. 14, 2015

Mick Galeski '07 and Katie Boland,

Ryan Bennett '09 and Madelyn
Wdowicki, May 27, 2014

Rachael Veach '10 and Garrett
Stenger. Aug. 2, 2014

Christa Phillips '13 and Patrick

July 18, 2014
Ben Mcconaughy '07 and
Shanon Regenold, Sept. 27, 2014

Michelle Jansen '09 and Jacob
Herrmann, Feb. 28, 2015

Jenny Buxton '11 and Bradford

Jordan Stahly '13 and Joseph

Morrissey, June 19, 2014

Rau. May 31. 2014

Harcharick. Oct. 11. 2014

Donald J. Orth '75,currently the Thomas

H. Jones Professor in the Department of Fish
and Wildlife Conservation in the College of
Natural Resources and Environment at Virginia
Tech, received the university's 2014 Diggs
Teaching Scholars Award. Sponsored by the
Center for Instructional Development and
Educational Research. the Diggs Teaching
Scholars Award was established in 1992 and is
presented annually to up to three Virginia Tech
faculty members to recognize exceptional

1990s

learning environment.

and Illinois.

at Wells Fargo in Charleston. has earned the

Rachelle (Pastor) Arizmendi '97 was

firm's Premier Adviser designation. He has

elected to the Sierra Madre (Calif.) City Council

been with the firm for 12 years and has 21

in 2014. For the past 14 years. she has been the

years of experience in the brokerage industry.

education project director for a large non-profit

Jonathan McKenzie '99, '01 began a new

he coordinated the annual fund from 2004
to 2010 while holding a part-time position as
philanthropy officer during two of those years
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Emily Peralta '10 and Sam Smith.

Christopher Emken '13 and

July 19, 2014

Jennifer Clinton '13,Aug. 2, 2014

Tomczewski. April 26, 2014

for the School of Continuing Education. He

In addition. he is a member of the Mattoon

organization. managing an annual budget of

Tourism. Mattoon Pride Softball. Mattoon Cal

more than $20 million and 300 employees

Ripken Babe Ruth Baseball and Sarah Bush

while serving thousands of children and their

Thomas Tracy Jr. '01 was named president

Jeff Otto '96 and Mallory Moritz.

Lindsie Parker '07 and Andrew

Peggy Rohn '09 and Christopher

Christa Huxel '11 and Seth Hudson.

Kacie Stout '13 and Tyler Lang,

Lincoln Health Center boards.

families at 27 schools. In addition to her full-

and chief executive officer of Farm Credit

April 26. 2014

Hass. Nov.1. 2014

Kinsey, March 1, 2014

Nov8,2014

July 26. 2014

time /Ob, she is an ad1unct faculty member at

Illinois by the association's board of directors.

Pasadena City College.

Keren Greenawalt '00 and Jason

Sarah Selby '07, 09 and Zachary

Andrew Bunyard '10, '13 and

He has 20 years of banking expenence at three

Russell, Sept. 20, 2014

Nichols, Oct. 18, 2014

Rachel Noel '11, '13, May 24. 2014

Kayleigh Zyskowski '11 and
William Rahn. June 21. 2014

Tara Worman '13 and Marc

Melissa Tracy '90 has been promoted to

Philip Carmody '01 and Lyndsay

Michael Brogan '08 and Tracy
Coon '09, May 24, 2014

Leah Carter '10 and Lucas

Kelsey Brandt '12, '14 and Austin

Legel, Nov.1. 2014

Bolander. Sept. 13, 2014

Cripe '13,June 14, 2014

Brittney St. John '14 and Tyler
Johns. Sept. 27, 2014

vice president. BSA and fraud office. at First
Joni Comstock '79 was inducted into the

to assistant vice president. accounting

Lori Noe '95 of Wayne City has joined the

Chris Considine '90, a financial adviser

contributions to the teaching program and

resides in Mattoon.

different financial institutions. and resides in

Melissa Underwood '89 and John

Hooten. March 1. 2014

Mid-Illinois Bank & Trust in Mattoon. She first

Reagan Branham '98 1oins

joined the bank in 1990.

Hastings+Chivetta Architects as senior
marketing coordinator after previously working

Amanda (Dore) Bos '02,one of the most

Johnna Hall '01 and Casey Huff.

Sarah Fulk '08 and Chad Jennings,

Blake Ferry '10 and Mallory Deters.

Alexandra Kuhn '12 and Dillon

Andrea Tarquini '14 and Jonathan

University athletics. but also on the national

Joseph Simpkins '91 has been selected

as a marketing coordinator for HOK. She is

decorated women's swimmers in EIU history,

July 26, 2014

June7.2014

Aug. 30, 2014

Dorsett '13, July 19, 2014

Rossi '11. March 30, 2015

collegiate athletic scene. She currently serves

as the new superintendent by the River Grove

a member of the St. Louis Area Food Bank

was inducted in the university's Athletic Hall

as the NCAA:s senior woman administrator

of Fame in September. Upon completion of

Krista Lasco '08 and Matthew
Diliberti, Oct. 4, 2014

Clayton Murphy '12 and Kirsty

Young Professionals Board and a mentor for

Gina Paladino '01, '07 and James
Wheatley, June 14, 2014

Jessica Hettiger '10, '13 and Chet

elementary school board and will start on July

Reeder. June 28, 2014

Slabach '12,June 21, 2014

Kyle Whitcher '14 and Dani
Dell'Orco. Nov 1, 2014

and senior vice president for championships

l He was previously the principal at River View

Ready+Willing, a nonprofit that provides pro

her collegiate career. she held the EIU school

In her current position, she is responsible for 85

elementary school in Plainfield.

bono marketing assistance to other nonprofits

Lacey Hinkle '10 and Andrew

Jay Nottingham '12 and Kristin

in St.Louis.

Scott Johnson '02 and Kari
Schmiedlin. Aug. 8, 2014

Amanda Pendegraft '08 and Joe

record in seven events and was second

Watson, April 25, 2014

Price. Feb. 15, 2015

Runde '12, '13, May 24, 2014

in another. A second-team Academic AllTammy Smith-Young '03 and

Chris Ramsey '08 and Amanda

Rachael Holthaus '10 and Matt

Jessica Riley '12 and Andrew Hill,

Mark Davis. June 2014

Sharer '09, June 20, 2014

Williams '10,July 5, 2014

March 22. 2014

EIU Athletic Hall of Fame in 2014 based on the
impact she has had not only on Eastern Illinois

NCAA championships, statistics. playing rules.
administration and media coordination. and

Michelle Romano '92 was named chief

serves as a member of the president's senior

financial officer of the McTigue Financial

Sharon Vandermeer '98 has been

management team.

Group, a leading Northwestern Mutual office in

promoted to vice president, controller at First

Chicago providing financial planning services.

Mid-Illinois Bank & Trust in Mattoon. She began

She joined the firm as controller in 2011with19

her career with First Mid in 2000.

1980s
Emma Mae Savage-Davis '81 recently

roles in the supply chain management and

Ellen Eardley '99 accepted a position as

of Teachers Educators. The organization

marketing services industnes.

the Title IX administrator and assistant vice
provost at the University of Missouri. She was

universities. 500 ma1or school systems and

formerly a partner at Mehri & Skalet. PLLC

the majority of state departments of education.

Heights. formerly of Herrin. has been named

in Washington, D.C.. and an adjunct faculty

She is the director of the Center for Education

president of the Women's Bar Association of

member at American University's Washington

and Community and an associate professor

Illinois. A trial attorney in the law office of Kurt

College of Law.

of education at Coastal Carolina University,

E. Olsen in Chicago. she was installed at a

where she has been a member of the faculty

centennial celebration and installation dinner

Art Munin '99 began as assistant vice

since2005.

held in the city.

president and dean of students at Illinois State

the Indianapolis area.
PJ Thompson '03 was recently named

University in Lebanon. Ill. He previously

BIRTHS
Jana (Lorton) Aydt '96, '97 and Gregory Aydt '98, '99,
daughter. Katherin Rose. March 3. 2014

Kristy (Allen) Doan '06, '08 and Jason Doan.
son. Jackson. April 14, 2014

Kaylee (Babbs) Hackney '11, '12 and Cameron Hackney '09,
son. Benjamin Reid, Dec.10, 2014

Dena (Block) Pistor '97, '99 and Shawn Pistor.
daughters. twins, Quinn and Reeve. April 24, 2014

Stacy (Livengood) Johns '06 and Dane Johns '07,

coordinator in EIU's alumni services office.

William Aitken '12 and Brittany (Johnson) Aitken '07,
daughter. Vera Alaine, Aug. 18, 2014

Ron White Jr. '04,a two-time NCAA

William Schubert '99 and Suzanne Schubert.
son and daughter. twins, Liam and Nora. Sept. 9, 2014

Robyn (Paige) Carr '07 and Justin Carr,
son, Douglas Evan, Sept. 9. 2014

Alison (Mormino) Maley '02, '10 and Christopher Maley '01,
son. William Joseph, March 15, 2015

Christina (Patchett) Kanak '08 and Jake Kanak,

Amber (Johns) Carrell '03, '06 and Troy Carrell.
son. Myles Edward, April 11, 2014

Drew Prahl '09 and Samantha (Partenheimer) Prahl,
son, Asher Andrew. Sept. 29. 2014

Eric Culberson '06 and Danielle Culberson,
son. Jed Charles. Feb. 21. 2014

son. Karson Lee. Feb. 23, 2014

served as the associate director of the alumni
office at Bradley University and as the event

All-American during his time as a member
of the men's track team. was inducted in the

University in August 2014 after previously
Ray Wallace '81, '82 was selected last year

Brad Fichtel '93 was inducted into EIU's

working as dean of students at DePaul

as chancellor of Indiana University Southeast.

Athletic Hall of Fame last fall. A two-time

University. He has worked extensively with

He previously served as provost and senior

All-American and three-time all-conference

student advocacy, crisis response. health

vice president at University of Arkansas-Fort

selection at offensive line. he was drafted in

promotion and wellness. diversity education,

FOREVER EIU

representative for Takeda Pharmaceutical in

director of alumni relations at McKendree

served as the president of the Association

Eugena Whitson-Owen '92 of Arlington

rural Piatt County with his family.

American honoree as a senior. she is a sales

years of experience in financial and accounting

represents more than 700 colleges and
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provide leadership, guidance and motivation to

Chicago, he also taught in Loyola University's

in security at Securitas in Michigan. He was

copies and been translated into Korean and
Chinese. He also helped start the Memphis

selected as one of five NFL Teacher of the Year

Rachel Galligan '09. who helped build a

superintendent of Palestine Community Unit

2010s

EIU Athletic Hall of Fame. He was a two-time
conference champion in the javelin, twice
placed in the top 10 at the NCAA national
championships and, in 2002, was named the
OVC Outdoor Male Field Athlete of the Year. He

son, Eli Scott. April 29, 2014

daughter. Julianne Noelle, Sept. 26, 2014

Jill (Hendrickson) Wardlow '09 and Adam Wardlow,

resides in Arlington Heights.
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IN MEMORIAM

Sharon A (Wolf) Anderson 77.
Champaign, Ill, May 8, 2014

Steve A Baker '86.
Shelbyville, Ill, Oct 26. 2014

Timothy "Tim" William Rainey '93,
Montgomery, Ill. March 7, 2015

Ajay Kumar 01ha '00,
Washington. DC. Nov 12, 2014

John C Bell 72,
Charleston. Ill. April 27, 2014

Alice V (Christian) Bryan 77.
Decatur. Ill, June 8,2014

Terry A Winnick '86,
Porter Ranch.Calif, Nov. 2S. 2014

Matthew P Wickert '93,
Phoenix, Ariz.,April 13, 2014

Tiffany M (Potter) Lampley '01.
West Frankfort. Ill., Sept 8, 2014

·Denotes that individual was also an
employee of EIU

James "Jay· A Curlin '50,
Decatur. Ill, Dec. 24. 2014

Marilyn Sue (Stephan) Roe 'SS,
Dixon. Ill, Feb. 23. 2015

Emily Catherine Griffin '61.
Charleston. Ill, Oct 8, 2014

Helen Jean (Schuch-Battershell) Pretz '68,
Indianapolis. Ind, Feb.17, 201S

Ronald L. Bennett 72.
Martinsville, Ill,Sept 29.2014

Anita Jane (Shroyer) Chatt 77,
Oakwood. Ill,April 7.201S

Sharon Jayne (Centers) Connelley '87,
Charleston. Ill,March 12, 2015

Glennadene Hamel '94,
Mattoon. Ill,Feb. 3,2015

Jami Renee (Fisher) Buretta '02.
Troy, Mo .. Oct 22.2014

Beulah Allene Fleming '33, '63,
Danville, Ill, Dec. 31, 2014

Gerald A Drake '50,
Urbana. Ill., Aug.1, 2014

Mary Anna (Frankland) Roosevelt 'SS,
Albion. Ill, Dec.1. 2014

Joseph Edward Matherly '61,
Mahomet. Ill, Oct 8, 2014

Mary Elaine (Mundy) Pry '68,
Evansville. Ind .. June S. 2014

James R. Biro 72, 73,
Joliet. Ill, Aug. 10. 2014

Sue C.Currie 77,
Peoria. Ill, June 1,2014

Julie Ann Olsen '87,
Minooka, Ill, Dec. 4, 2014

Nina R. (Pfeiffer) Salmon '94,
Mattoon.Ill, March 3, 201S

Clinton R. Ochs '03, '04,
Decatur. Ill,July 6, 2014

Frances Ruth (Whitlock) Holderread '34,
Litchfield, Ill., Jan. 2.2015

Jesse H. Hallowell '50.
Longmont. Colo .. July 4. 2014

Howard James Hutton 'S6.
Olney, Ill, Feb. 6, 201S

Joyce Elaine (Hardesty) Bachus '62.
Peotone. Ill, Feb. 23. 201S

Craig E. Sanderson '68, 77,
Indianapolis. Ind, Aug.1, 2014

Terry Jean (Brannon) Bridges 72. ·94,
Charleston. Ill, Nov. 3,2014

Gene 0. Dufner 77.
Springfield, Ill,May 22. 2014

Wade VPorter '87,
Indianapolis.Ind, March 28. 201S

Alinda M Modest '04.
Champaign, Ill., Feb.19. 201S

Irene Mae (Huffman) Ferguson ex '37,
Lawrenceville, Ill, June 12. 2014

Betty Louise (Nance) Muller '50, Victoria.
British Columbia. Feb. 17. 2015

Darrell L. Judge 'S6.
Warner Springs, Calif.. Aug. 26. 2014

Barney D. Bruce '62.
Salem. Ill .. Sept 2. 2014

Rodger Dale Sprague ex '68,
Oakwood. Ill, Jan.18, 201S

Judith E. (Mose) Carter 72,
Shelbyville. Ill,July 27. 2014

Warren E.Harding 77.
West Liberty, Ill., April S, 2014

James Samuel Bass '88.
Zion. Ill, Nov. 26. 2014

'Carolyn S. Woolever ·94
Charleston.Ill, Oct 30, 2014
(Former EIU Instructor. Family and
Consumer Sciences)

Ruth E. (Henry) Foreman '37, Charleston.
Ill, July 16. 2014

Clarence Grant Onyett Jr '50,
Hot Springs Village, Ark., Feb. 26. 2015

Rosemarie (Orlea) Lang 'S6, 'S8,
Trego, Wis .. Dec. 4. 2014

Hollis R. Daniels '62.
Pekin, Ill, April 23. 2014

William "Tony· Anthony Sunderman '68,
Charleston. Ill, Dec. 2S. 2014

Ric L. Larson 77,
Knowville, Ill ,April 28. 2014

Robert "Bob"A Cellini '88,
Copenhagen. Denmark, Feb.18, 201S

Mildred (Summers) Maurer '37,
Monroe. La.Aug.11,2014

Nellie M (Shepard) Settle '50,
Naples. Fla .. April 6, 2014

Joe R. O'Dell 'S6, 72.
Percy, Ill, Aug. 19. 2014

Gordon L. Ritter '62.
Prescott. Ariz.. March 6, 201S

Charles D. Winders '68,
Mattoon, Ill, Jan. 30, 201S

Elizabeth "Betty" L. (Bissey)
Eadie Glasscock 72.
Gays, Ill.. April 18. 2014

Eric W Lentz 77,
Skokie. Ill,July 9,2014

Beth "Bitzy" Amy (Inyart) Groth '88. '91,
Springfield. Ill. Jan.6, 201S

William Dale Trulock '38.
Savoy, Ill, Dec.10. 2014

John G. Wargo Jr. '50, '67,
Springfield, Ill, Oct 25. 2014

Edmond Harris Potter 'S6.
lndianapclis. Ind, Dec. 28. 2014

Robert Lee Douglas '63,
Robinson, Ill, Sept 30, 2014

William "Bill" Ray Anderson '69,
Gifford, Ill, Nov.1, 2014

Mary C (Fowler) McArthur 77.
Bartelsville, Okla .. Sept 21. 2014

Darla D. Hanstrorn '88,
Rockford, Ill,Jan. 14, 201S

Virginia Rosamond (Petty) Mcintosh '39,
Orlando. Fla .. Aug. 5, 2014

Elton Gaydon Brandt '51, '5S.
Bella Vista. Ark., Sept 4. 2014

Daniel N Sherrick 'S6,
Sebring, Fla .. Sept 20, 2014

Sandra Marie (Root) Jones '63,
New Haven. Ill, Dec. 31, 2014

David I. Dooley Sr '69, 72,
Lawrenceville. Ill, April 2. 2014

Sue Ellen Sly 77,
Charleston. Ill, Jan. 21, 201S

Barbara M. (Luken) Manegold '88,
Chillicothe. Ill., June 12. 2014

Roy N. Van Note '39,
Tuscon. Ariz.. April 9, 2014

Carl M. Collins 'S1,
Newman, Ill., May 15, 2014

Samuel Ray Syfert '57,
Bethany. Ill, June 13, 2014

Carole L. (Janes) Kruger '63,
Fulton. Ill.. July 3, 2014

David Gene Evans '69.
Atlanta. Ill, Dec. S, 2014

William Joseph Weingand 77,
Decatur. Ill, Feb.13, 201S

Trula A (Aydelotte) Farina '90,
Brocton. Ill. Sept 4, 2014

Carlos "Tote"M Talbott Sr '40,
Arlington. Va, Feb. 26. 2015

Robert Eugene McAfee ex 'S1, Livermore.
Calif, Aug. 7, 2014

Carl E. Brauer 'S8,
Altamont. Ill, Nov. 7. 2014

Arthur S. Thompson '63,
Brick, N J., Nov. 28, 2014

Dawn E. (King) Giroux '69,
Anchorage, Alaska, July 13, 2014

Kelli Sue (Burns) Hendryx 78,
Morton. Ill, Jan. 24, 201S

Anne K. Grove '90.
Minneapolis. Minn ,Oct 4.2014

Elsie J. (Becker) Dickman '42,
Herscher. Ill.. April 2. 2014

Marilyn J. (Gilmer) Rennels 'S1, 77.
Sigel. Ill, Feb.17. 201S

Everette Ralph Breningmeyer 'S8,
Clearwater. Fla, Nov.26. 2014

Darrell R. Wilson '63,
Hitchcock, Texas. Feb.10, 201S

Michael H. Hendricks '69,
Farmer City. Ill, July 14, 2014

Betty Joan (Junker) Rader 78,
Marshall. Ill.Jan 1, 2015

Elva ·sue· (Lawson) Hauck '90,
Shelbyville, Ill.June 12. 2014

Richard Pierce Frommel '42.
Colorado Springs, Colo ,May 31, 2014

Enola A (Walls) Robertson '51,
Indianapolis. Ind, Aug. 7,2014

Norman G. Catt '58,
Calumet City. Ill, Jan.13, 201S

Judy Ann Gueldner '64.
Charleston. Ill, Nov. 29. 2014

Truth V (Ralston) Hoedebecke '69,
San Antonio. Texas. Jan.11, 201S

Paula M McCullough 79,
Somonauk. Ill, July 17. 2014

Lezlie Kay (Randall) Holman '90.
Danville. Ill, March 18, 201S

Mary M. (Vinson) Reynolds '42,
Danville. Ill. July 6. 2014

Mary C (Merritt) Coutant 'S2, Charleston.
Ill., Sept 28. 2014

Patricia "Patty"Ann (Press) Lickfield '64,
Collinsville, Ill, June 11, 2014

Lonn L. Ipsen '69,
Little Rock, Ark, Aug. 6, 2014

Noah Lee Sconiers 79.
Fort Wayne. Ind, Jan. 13, 201S

Jean K. (Knight) Christison '91.
Danville, Ill,Jan 11, 201S

Margaret L. (Chamberlin) Smith '42,
Marion, Ill, May 22. 2014

Marion Garrison Rennels 'S2,
Toledo. Ohio. April S, 2015

'John H. Conley 'S8. '68.
Charleston. Ill., Sept 4, 2014
(Former EIU Registrar)

John Michael Lonosky '64,
Oak Lawn, Ill, Aug. 22. 2014

Linda J. (Adkisson) Parrott '69,
Robinson. Ill, Aug. 29. 2014

Canda J. (Fernandes) Scott 79,
Jacksonville. Ill. May 27, 2014

Ion Paul Georgiou '91,
Milpitas. Calif., April 3. 2014

Martha E. (Moore) Mason 43,
Plano. Texas. March 15, 2015

Thomas A Thode 'S2,
San Jose. Calif.. Jan. S. 201S

Ronald D McCreery'64.
Petersburg. Ill, Dec. 22. 2014

Vivian H. (Hamm) Petrovich '69.
Mattoon. Ill, June 4. 2014

Ronald R. Sengenberger 79,
Ogden. Ill, March 26. 201S

Dolly J. (Walker) Sollers '91, '98,
Danville. Ill,Sept 17. 2014

Hugh Clinton Phipps '43,
Decatur. Ill, Oct 29. 2014

Glenn Franklin VanBlaricum '52. ·ss.
Goleta. Calif, March 13, 201S

William "Bill" W Patterson '64,
Galva, Ill, Dec.13, 2014

Bette Sue Thiele '69,
Wa1seka, Ill, Jan. 4, 201S

Margaret M. (Flynn) Feltham '80,
Aurora. Colo.. July 1. 2014

Linda D. (Brown) Gifford '92,
Fairfield, Ill, Sept 9, 2014

Virginia Aileen (Combs) Smith '43,
Springfield. Ill, Jan. 2. 2015

Robert L. Weppler '52. '60,
Oblong. Ill. July 2. 2014

Charles F. Rolinsk1 '64, 71.
Groveland. Ill, Nov. 29. 2014

Gary J. Wint1en '69,
San Antonio. Texas. Feb. 3. 201S

Margery B. (Thomas) Heath 44,
Charleston. Ill, April 7, 2015

Dorris "Wink"A Winkler '52,
Dieterich, Ill, Feb. 19, 201S

Barry Leon Nixon '6S, 7S,
Venice. Fla., Oct 8, 2014

Cathy J. (La Dame) Baldwin 70,
Staunton. Ill, Sept 11, 2014

Ivan "Ike" S. Kennard ex '44,
Tulsa, Okla, April 4. 2015

James D. Gire 'S3. '68,
Charleston. Ill, March 30, 201S

Sandra Ann (Senkbile) Pine '6S,
Oak Brook. Ill, Feb. 21. 201S

Robert R. Fagin 70.
Sacramento. Calif.. May 12. 2014

Mary Beth (Piersol) Petitt '44,
Portland. Maine. April 12. 2014

Janice G. Jump 'S3, '5S,
Bradenton. Fla, Oct4. 2014

Timo1hy E. Lavell '66,
Rock Island, Ill, Oct 18, 2014

Joseph P. MacGilvray 70.
Longwood, Fla, May 21. 2014

Evelyn M. (Knezik) Hansen '45.
Wilmington, Del .. April 27, 2014

Charles A Oxley 'S3.
Traverse. Mich .. June 8. 2014

James L. Wilkey '66,
Jacksonville. Fla., Sept 21. 2014

Wayne Charles Peterson 70, '88,
Redmond, Ore .. Jan. 20. 201S

William Joseph Block '48,
Raleigh, NC, March 24, 2015

Joyce E. (Reynolds) Dively 'S4, Charleston.
Ill, Aug. 6, 2014

Karen S. (Cox) Gray '67,
Deca1ur. Ill, May 27. 2014

Mary K. Taylor 70,
Decatur. Ill, Dec. 8, 2014

Veda Lillie Laffoon '48,
Tuscon.Ariz.Sept 17,2014

Billy "Bill" Dean Snedeker ex 'S4, Mattoon.
Ill., Feb. 11, 201S

Cecil "Big Al" Alan Krieterneier '67,
Charleston. Ill. Nov. 8, 2014

Ellen L. (Weber) Throm 70, 78,
Mattoon. Ill, Sept 13, 2014

Eula E. (Barker) Walworth '48,
Mattoon. Ill., June 24. 2014

Mable May Booker 'SS,
Sullivan, Ill, April 8, 201S

Patricia D. Prischman '67, 73,
Franklin, Wis, Aug.1, 2014

Lorraine H. (Davis) Best 71. '84,
Tuscola. Ill .. Jan. 2. 201S

Billy T Byers 49,
Champaign, Ill, Nov. 25. 2014

Ida J. (Andrews) Clark 'SS,
Stanford. Ill. April 4. 2014

Mary Elizabeth (Crooks) Seebart '67,
Wheat Ridge. Colo .. Jan. 6, 201S

Roger R. Butts 71,
Arcola, Ill. Dec. 20. 2014

Vernon Fl. Ingrum '49, '59,
Saint Joseph, Ill, Dec. 26. 2014
Frank James Roytek Jr '49,
Mattoon. Ill, Dec. 30, 2014
Nancy Jane (White) Vallee 49,
Cary. N.C. March 15, 2015
Hershel Leon Wagner ex 49,
Sugar Land, Texas. Jan. 19, 2015
David R. Winnett '49.
Flagler Beach. Fla. March 16, 2015
Bill Ray Crum '50. '61,
Newman. Ill .. Oct 6, 2014
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Jeanette E. Bahnke 72, 78,
Danville. Ill. May 26, 2014
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'George Hackler Jr'S5,
Charleston. Ill, Aug.4, 2014 (Former
Director. Continuing Education at EIU)
'Margaret E. (Campbell) Hollowell 'SS,
'68. Scottsdale, Ariz, Nov. 30, 2014
(Coordinator. Women's Expo; House
Adviser. Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority)
Darlene M. Jelinek 'SS, '62.
North Riverside. Ill, July 20. 2014
Royal E. Knight 'SS,
Florence. Ala, Aug 16, 2014
Jeanine (Thornton) Main 'SS,
Fairfield. Ill .Oct 18, 2014

Paul D. Cox 'S8,
Charleston. Ill, Aug. 15, 2014
Richard John Polancyak 'S8. '64.
Park Forest. Ill, Jan. S, 201S
Kenneth E. Taylor '58,
Janesville, Wis, June 17, 2014
Cyril "Cid" D. Winkleblack 'S8, Charleston.
Ill, Sept 16, 2014
Arnold C Anderson 'S9,
Sycamore. Kan .April 21. 2014
Carrol L. Bennett 'S9, 71.
Marshall. Ill. April 13, 2014
Paul Edward Carnes 'S9,
Charleston. Ill, Nov 13, 2014
Barbara R. Federman 'S9,
Moweaqua. Ill., April 20. 2014
Mary Elizabeth (Baumgartel Fouts 'S9,
Pekin, Ill, Dec. 1, 2014
Dale E. Jeffers 'S9.
Arlington. Texas. Sept 1. 2014
Philip M Williams '59,
Mansfield, Ohio. March 15. 2015
Lewis Wayne Brown '60,
Martinsville, Ill., Dec. 2S, 2014
Dolores J. (Pagliei) Gallagher '60, Genoa.
Ill, Sept 21. 2014
Stuart Young Keller '60, '64,
Sterling, Ill, Sept 12, 2014
Charles H. Shirar '60,
Castle Rock. Colo.. June 21. 2014
Charles R. Tuggle '60,
Charleston. Ill, May 21. 2014
Martrene E. (Woodard) Wicks '60,
Saint Paul, Minn. Dec. 27. 2014
Ruth M (Koch) Carrell '61, '67, Allison Park.
Pa .. Dec.4. 2014

Gene Alan Carr '68,
Greenup, Ill, Sept 18, 2014

W Bryan Jeffreys 71. 73,
Tri Ila. Ill., June 1. 2014

Candace Lee (Goodart) Colwell '68,
Findlay, Ill.. Aug. 2. 2014

Kent Carl LeFever 71, 7S,
Bement. Ill .Oct S. 2014

James F. Henry '68, 72,
Murphysboro. Ill, Oct 13, 2014

Dorothy L (Hansen) Moore 71. 77.
Charleston. Ill, March 1S, 201S

Richard William Justice '68, 71.
Urbana. Ill, Oct 21, 2014

Donna C (Donaldson) Schmidt 71.
Neosho. Mo .. Feb. 22. 201S

Mercedes M (Maley) McCoppin '68.
Champaign, Ill., July 12. 2014

Dennis A Sproull 71, 7S,
Roswell. Ga .. Aug. 30. 2014

Jane Ann (Ping) Mullins '68, 75,
Paw Paw, Ill, April 7, 201S

Karen Julene (Campbell) Alexander 72,
78, Charleston. Ill, April 7, 201S

Gary Armin Grohmann 72,
Westford. Mass ,Sept 28. 2014
John Hanners 72,
Commerce. Texas. May 18, 2014
John "Jack" Lester Kiselewski 72,
Waltonville. Ill., Aug. 2. 2014
Mark P. Riggio 72.
Washington. Ill, March 16, 201S
Mark A Trumper 72. 74,
Charleston. Ill. Feb. 20,201S
Jane E. (Hall) Tutt 72.
Mattoon. Ill, June 11. 2014
Clifton "Clif" W Allison 73.
Ft Lauderdale, Fla, April 30,2014
Richard Alfred Flamish 73,
Highland, Calif.. Dec.11. 2014
Laura L. (Yaxley) Hughes 73,
Champaign, Ill, Nov. 3, 2014
Ronald J. Karlstrom 73,
Champaign, Ill, May 7, 2014
Robert L. Easton 74. 7S,
Columbia.Tenn .. May 27. 2014
Vernon C Eppinette 74,
Port Saint Joe. Fla, May 12, 2014
Barbara A (Whitaker) Johnstone 74.
Green Bay, Wis .. Jan.11, 201S
David F. Ludwig 74,
San Antonio. Texas. Jan. 21. 2015
PaulJStoch74,
Oak Park. Ill. Jan. 8, 201S
Kathleen R. (Carmody) Hendriksen 7S,
Mt Zion. Ill, Jan.19, 2015
'Larry D. Janes 7S,
Mt Zion. Ill,Feb. 6,201S
(Former EIU Professor. Education)
Roger L. McBroom 7S,
Le Roy, Ill, Feb. 21. 2015
Bruce A Wieneke 7S,
Pana. Ill, May 31. 2014
Frederick "Rick" E. Book Jr. 76,
Fairfield, Ill, Oct 13. 2014
Jennie Lee File 76, '14.
Mattoon. Ill, March 4. 201S
Margo F. (lssacson) Jaenike 76.
Harungen. Texas, Oct 30. 2014
Angela G. (Dannenberg) Lacox 76,
Bloomington. Ill, Aug.16, 2014
Barbara D. (Hood) Winland 76.
Danville, Ill, June 16, 2014
Albert "Clifford" Alexander 77,
Danville, Ill, July 16, 2014

'Harold J. Harris '9S, '02, '10.
Greenup, Ill, Sept 22. 2014
(Officer. EIU Police Department)
Dolores Stephanie Irene (Labanowski
Covey) Humphrey '9S,
Mahomet. Ill, Jan.11,2015
Roger L. Belsley '96, '99,
Normal. Ill. Nov. 24, 2014
Mark H. Jones '96,
Tremont. Ill, Sept 21, 2014
Colleen A Legge '96, '00,
Frankfort. Ill,Jan. 9, 201S
Diane M (Cook) Reed '96,
Forsythe, Ill, June 19, 2014
Daisy L. (Sands) Rittgers '96,
Shelbyville. Ill, June 18. 2014
ChristopherW Byford '97, '02.
Mattoon, Ill., Jan.3, 201S
Richard E. Kirkwood '97,
Mattoon. Ill.. Dec. 28.2014
Mary "Bridget" (Berry) Sweeney '97,
St Charles. Ill.Sept 8, 2014
Todd A Hansmeier'OO,
Rockford, Ill, June 30, 2014

Rashidi L. Overstreet '04,
Champaign, Ill, Dec. 22. 2014
Andrew G. Gobczynski '05.
St Louis. Mo.. Dec. 8.2014
Lisa M. Radogno 'OS,
Washington. D.C .. June 18, 2014
Derek J. Venvertloh '06,
Quincy. Ill, Oct 2S, 2014
Lee Ann (Isaacson) Roll '07.
Brocton. Ill, Sept 8, 2014
Steve F. Kelley '08,
Roodhouse. Ill, Dec. 13, 2014
Bryan Russell Wright '08,
Bloomington.Ill .. March 18, 201S
Amanda N. (Burtsfield) Kent '11.
Charleston.Ill. Feb. 27, 201S
Andrew Charles Ehrich '12.
Des Plaines. Ill, Dec.14. 2014
Brian H. Porter '12.
Paxton. Ill, June 22. 2014
Jordan M Baznik '13,
Naperville, Ill, Aug. 6. 2014
Keith James Handler '14.
Chicago, Ill. Aug 27, 2014

Cheryl L. (Sargent) Koning '80.
Oregon.Ill, Nov. 4,2014
Kristine L. (Bruce) Lykkebak '80,
Bloomington. Ill.June 3. 2014

FACULTY AND STAFF MEMORIAM

Brent Eugene Burgess '81,
Flora. Ill ,Sept 10, 2014

Jerry Adair, Charleston. Ill, Feb.13. 201S
Former Maintenance Laborer

John C Eichacker '81.
Indianapolis. Ind. Aug. 21, 2014

King Arthur. Charleston, Ill, Feb.12. 201S
Building Service Worker

Coleen S. (Conrad) Phillips '81,
Moweaqua. Ill, Oct 29. 2014

Wayne Bennett, Kansas. Ill, Feb. S, 201S
Former Painter

Ginger Sue (Walk) Durbin '82.
Shelbyville, Ill, Feb.12, 201S

Dona Best. Lerna. Ill, Nov. 27. 2014
Former Food Service Worker

Robin I. (Wilson) Kassing '82.
Frisco. Texas. May 2S, 2014

Keith Branson. Mattoon. Ill. Sept S, 2014
Former EIU Trustee

James D. Palumbo '82.
Sullivan, Ill, April 4. 2014
Pamela S. Alexander '83,
Bloomington. Ill, Nov 4, 2014
Sandra E. (Shapiro) Molasky '83,
Champaign. Ill, Dec. 27. 2014
Teri L. (Huddleston) Reynolds '83,
West Lafayette. Ind, Aug. 6, 2014
Deborah J. Spellman '83,
Findlay, Ill, Nov. 9, 2014
William A Bacon '84.
Biloxi. Mich., April 23. 2014
Robert B. Miller '84,
Danville, 111, Nov.13, 2014
Catherine Anee (Chase) Owen '84,
Danville. Ill.. Oct 22. 2014

Tom Brown, Mattoon. Ill, July 26. 2014
Food Service Sanitation Laborer
John Calhoun Ill, Charleston. Ill,
Aug 7.2014
Former Locker Room Attendant
William Carreon. Kansas. Ill, Feb. 23.
201S Building Service Worker
Dayton Chase. Charleston. Ill,
July 22. 2014
Former Business Education Professor
Kent Conrad. Urbana. Ill.. Sept 5, 2014
Music Instructor
Andrea Cortez. Champaign, Ill.
Nov.8.2014
Former Education Professor

Laurence Crofutt. Charleston. Ill.
March 10, 201S
Botany Assistant Professor
Marcella Davis. Mattoon. Ill, Feb.14, 201S
Former Secretary, Career Planning and
Placement
Janice Hawkins. Westfield, Ill, Feb. 8,
201S
Former Office Systems Assistant.
Academic Affairs
Robert "Bob" Jordan. Charleston. Ill,
March 24, 201S
Former Chemistry Assistant Professor

Sandra Rives. Charleston. Ill, Feb. 26.
2015 Former First Lady of EIU
James Secrest. Avon. Ind .. July 1S, 2014
Former Grounds Keeper and Equipment
Operator
James Sloat. Kansas. Ill, Feb. 21, 2015
Former Building Service Worker
Russell "Gene" Stewart. Charleston. Ill,
April 26, 2014
Former Building Service Worker
William Thompson. Terre Haute. Ind,
Nov.18,2014
Former Economics Professor

Edith "Edie" Malehorn. Charleston. Ill,
March 2S. 201S
Former Office Manager. Tarble Arts
Center

Tommy "Tom· Waskom. Muenster.
Texas. April 3, 2014
Former Schoel of Technology Professor

Martin Miess. Walworth. Wis. Aug.11,
2014
Former Language Department Chair

Saundra Weaver. Penfield, Ill,
March 7, 201S
Former Food Service Worker

Leslie Nash. Mattoon. Ill, July 16, 2014
Former Building Service Worker

Eileen Wingler, Phoenix, Ariz, April 18,
2014 Former Secretary, Alumni Services

Ellen ·sue" Rardin. Mattoon. Ill
March 24, 2015
Office Systems Specialist. Art

Gene Wingler. Phoenix, Ariz .. April 14.
2014 Former Photographer. Library
Services

Denise Rehm-Mott. Charleston. Ill,
Feb.1.201S
Art Professor

{Ac/dit1onal employees are listed under
Alumni Obituaries. They are identified by•
before their names)
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THE LAST WORD

#FUTUREPANTHER

"Dang it,
Mom was right."
By Zach Samples '14

Growing up, I knew I was never going to be a student at
Eastern Illinois University.
Growing up, I knew I wasn't going to Eastern Illinois University. My mom, Lori
(DiMarzio) Samples, graduated from here in 1985 with a degree in Elementary
Education. She has taught at Catholic schools throughout Central Illinois since
she graduated. I knew she had received a quality education and achieved
much success from her time at Eastern, but I felt I needed to go to a school
where I could write my own sto1y. My sto1y changed quickly during my first
visit to campus.

#FUTUREPANTHER

A recruiting update from Chris Dearth,
Eastern's director of admissions
As I complete my first year as the director of admissions at EIU, I wanted
to take this opportunity to thank you for representing Eastern in a positive
manner and continuing to spread the message of high quality education
and value. You ma y have seen that Eastern was just ranked No. 4 among
Public Universities in the Midwest by US. News and World Report. This is
a terrific point of pride for all of us.
It has not taken me long to realize that Eastern is a special place. Having

the opportunity to meet several alumni on my first tour of Illinois, it
become abundantly clear that my family and I have made a great choice.
The Eastern message is carried throughout the state and beyond. The
institution's reputation as a top-notch institution that prepares graduates
for a promising future and contributing members of society is alive and
well. Faculty, staff and students are all proud of this institution and happy
to be carrying on the great tradition. I am excited about the opportunities
that exist at Eastern Illinois University.
The Office of Admissions has put many new initiatives in place to ensure
that more and more qualified students know what we are about. We
have seen an increase in the number of visitors, applications and offers of
acceptances, and we are on pace to surpass last year's freshman deposit
total. We are busy planning for the 2015-2016 recruitment cycle and we
have already communicated with a large number of high school juniors
and have seen the number of "class of 2016" inquiries increase over
previous years. We are working closely with University Marketing to
36
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redesign our materials to better reflect the value and quality of the EIU
experience. It is an exciting time to be a Panther!
I want to close by making you aware of our "Recommend a Panther"
initiative. If you know of a promising high school or transfer student who
would be a great match for EIU, please let us know. The online form can
be found on the Alumni page at www.eiu.edu/alumni.
Go Panthers!

Want to tell your story to future Panthers? Check out these
recruiting opportunities... we'd love for you to join us!
July10:

EIU Open House

October11:

EIU Open House

November6:

EIU Open House

You can also send #FUTUREPANTHERS directly to:

my
www.eiu.edu/myeiu

MyEIU is a student's personal portal into
EIU, allowing prospective students to learn
about campus including the university's
latest news, events, and opportunities
to visit, along with links to information
matching their unique interests.

The summer after my junior yea r of high school, I attended Illinois Boys State
at EIU. The entire drive to campus my mom kept telling me I was going to fall
in love with Eastern like she did. She talked about working in Booth Library
(a job that she absolutely loved), how she lived in Ford Hall and was active in
Hall Council, about how she waited for hours outside of Pembe1ton to get her
books, and about the awesome friends that she made. She knew that I was
going to love EIU for all of these reasons and more. I clearly gave her the "yeah
whatever mom" look - my seventeen-year-old self knew that EIU was not in
my future. We drove by Old Main, and after I stepped out of the minivan, it
happened: The feeling in the pit of your stomach that says, "dang it. .. mom
was right. " Being here that week changed my perspective on EIU. I could
see myself walking through the quad, studying in Booth Libra1y and forming
lifelong relationships. Despite yea rs of saying I wasn't going to Eastern, I knew
it was the place for me. My mom never forgets to tell me, "I told you so. "
In my four years at Eastern, I formed enduring bonds with students, faculty,
and staff. The closest friends I've ever had are the friends I made during
my time here. We truly are a family. Over the years, we laughed and cried
together, cheered on the Panthers together, went to church together
lived through all-nighters together, and attempted to avoid the freshmen
15 together. As one of my best friends put it, "we came to be at Eastern
Illinois University. "
Because of Eastern's approach to education, I was able to be involved in
a variety of different aspects of campus life. I was able to embrace many
different leadership roles, volunteerism activities, and a host of other great
opportunities symbolic of what is available to each and every student that
comes to EIU.
Walking around campus, it is not uncommon to see one of our mottos on
display: "We are EIU," "Expect Greatness," "Believe in Blue. " To me, these
stand for a second to none experience provided to every student here, and
that helps me in my current role at EIU. Right now, I am in the Master of
Science in College Student Affairs program, and have a Graduate Assistantship
in the Office of Admissions where I suppo!t the recruitment of Future Panthers.
I tell students I have the easiest job on campus because all I have to do is talk
to people about an experience I loved, and one I know would be great for
them. I owe my future to Eastern Illinois University, and if you can't tell, I kind
of love it here. I am Zach Samples, and I am Forever EIU.

Above: Laura (Huntman) Paynic,
left, is pictured with Lori (DiMarzio)
Samples in 1983.

Above: Zach, left, is pictured with
Kelly Ann Hennessy and Lauren
Hayes in May 2014.
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